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Introduction. The concept of a local ring was introduced by Krull [7](1),

who defined such a ring as a commutative ring 9î in which every ideal has a

finite basis and in which the set m of all non-units is an ideal, necessarily

maximal. He proved that the intersection of all the powers of m is the zero

ideal. If the powers of m are introduced as a system of neighborhoods of zero,

then 3Î thus becomes a topological ring, in which the usual topological notions

—such as that of regular sequence (§2)—may be defined. The local ring dt is

called complete if every regular sequence has a limit. Let m = (mi, «2, ■ ■ ■ , "*)

and assume that no element of this basis may be omitted. If the ideals

(«i, u2, ■ ■ • ,Ui),i = l,2, ■ ■ • , n, are all prime, 9Î is said to be a regular local

ring(2) of dimension ».

It was conjectured by Krull [7, p. 219] that a complete regular local ring

9î of dimension ra whose characteristic equals that of its residue field 9î/tn

is isomorphic to the ring of formal power series in ra variables with coefficients

in this field. If on the other hand the characteristics are different, so that the

characteristic of 9Î is zero and that of $K/m is a prime number p, then 9î can-

not have this structure. In this case we note that p must be contained in m.

Krull then conjectured that if 9î is unramified (that is, if p is not contained

in m2), then 3Î is uniquely determined by its residue field and its dimension.

He conjectured finally that every complete local ring is a homomorphic image

of a complete regular local ring.

These conjectures are proved in §§4—7, in particular, in Theorem 15 and

its corollaries. Actually the basic result, to the proof of which is devoted

Part II (§§4-6), is the one concerning arbitrary (that is, not necessarily

regular) complete local rings. It is proved (Theorems 9 and 12) that every

complete local ring 9Î is a homomorphic image of a complete regular local ring

of a specific type, namely, the ring of all power series in a certain number

of variables with coefficients taken from a field or from a valuation ring of a

certain simple kind. This follows easily as soon as it is shown that a suitable

"coefficient domain" can be imbedded in 9?, and the burden of the proof of
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(l) Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.

(!) This is equivalent to Krull's definition of a p-Reihenring, as given in §7 ; the equivalence

is proved in Theorem 14 and its corollary. The term "regular local ring" was introduced by

Chevalley [l].
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the structure theorems therefore lies in demonstrating the possibility of this

imbedding (Theorems 9 and 11).

This problem is similar to that of the structure of a field complete with

respect to a valuation, a question considered by Hasse and Schmidt [3],

Teichmüller [12], and MacLane [9]. In case the residue field dt/m is of char-

acteristic zero, the imbedding is accomplished relatively easily by means of

a generalization of Hensel's Lemma on valuation rings. If dt/m and 9î are of

characteristic p then the methods of Teichmüller apply with little modifica-

tion, provided that dt/m is algebraically perfect; but if dt/m is imperfect,

there arise essentially new difficulties, for the overcoming of which a general-

ization of the idea of a local ring is introduced in Part I. Finally, if dt and

dt/m have different characteristics, then the methods of MacLane can be

applied, but here, too, the properties of generalized local rings must be used

if dt/m is imperfect.
Part III deals with the properties of a regular local ring dt. If dt is com-

plete its structure is explicitly described in §7 as a power series ring over a

field or over a complete discrete valuation ring (Theorem 15) except, possibly,

when dt is of characteristic zero and ££m2 (9Î is ramified) ; in this case a neces-

sary condition and a sufficient condition are given (Theorem 17, corollary)

for dt to be a power series ring. In any case if dt is ramified, it is a specific

kind of extension of a power series ring (Theorem 17). More generally any

complete local ring without zero-divisors is a finite module over a power series

ring (Theorem 16). In §8 some questions in complete local rings are consid-

ered, including factorization and dimension theory. Some results previously

known for rings of power series over infinite fields are extended to the case of

finite coefficient fields (see footnotes 19 and 25). The well known theorem of

Macaulay on unmixed ideals in polynomial rings is proved for arbitrary regu-

lar1 local rings. In §9 a relative ramification degree is defined analogous to

that for valuation rings.

Part I deals with preliminary definitions and results needed for the rest

of the paper, in particular with generalized local rings.

Several of the original proofs (notably, those of Theorems 5 and 16 and

Lemma 15) have been changed following the appearance of Chevalley's paper

on local rings [l], from which various suggestions for simplifications have

been obtained.

Thanks are due to A. Seidenberg for a critical reading of the manuscript

of this paper and for many valuable suggestions.

Part I

1. Elementary properties. Definition. A local ring is a commutative ring

îlt with an identity element in which:

(1) The set m of all non-units is an ideal in dt;

(2) Every ideal in dt has a finite basis.
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The above definition was given by Krull [7], who proved the following

important property [7, Theorem 2]:

// a is an ideal in 9Î, then
CO

(1) n («> m*) = «•
t-i

For a = (0), we have the special case

(2) nm*=(0).
k-i

This relation suggests a type of ring more general than the local ring. We

introduce it in order to facilitate certain of the proofs in Part II.

Definition. A generalized local ring (g.l.r.) is a commutative ring with an

identity element in which :

(1) The set m of all non-units is an ideal with a finite basis;

(2) nr-im*=(o).
This clearly includes the concept of local ring, in view of (2). The ideal nt

is necessarily a maximal ideal and contains every ideal in 9î different from

the unit ideal; thus it is the only maximal ideal in 9î. We shall denote this

unique maximal ideal by m.

Lemma Í. If a is an ideal in the g.l.r. 3Î such that m = (a, m2), then a = nt.

Proof. In case 9Î is a local ring, the lemma follows from (1). In the gen-

eral case, let {wi, • • • , un} be a basis of tn:m = (tti, • • • , «„); such a basis

exists by property (1) of the definition of a g.l.r. Since m= (a, tti2),

n

Ui = ^2 CijUj + ait t = 1, 2, • • • , ra,

where c^Gm and ¿¿Get. This implies

n

2 (S*7 — C«)«i = ai-
j-1

If d denotes the determinant | 5¿} — c¿,|, then dM,- = 0(a), j' = l, 2, • • • , ra; and

since clearly d = 1(a), it follows that «,- = 0(a). Thus m Ça, as was to be proved.

If {Mi, ■ • ■ , «„} is a basis for m, it is said to be a minimal basis if no proper

subset is a basis.

Since m is maximal, the ring 9t/m of residue classes is a field, called the

residue field. We shall always denote it by P. If c£9î, then the map of c in

the natural homomorphism of 9Î on P will be called the residue of c, and will

often be denoted by c. The ring m/m2 may clearly be regarded as a P-module

—that is, as a vector space over P.

Lemma 2. If 9Î is a g.l.r., then the elements ult u2,   •••,«„ t'w m form a
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minimal basis for m if and only if they give rise modulo m2 to elements which

form a "P-basis for m/m2. The number of elements in a minimal basis of m is

equal to the dimension of m/m2 over P; owy two minimal bases have the same

number of elements. If {ui, «*,•••,«»} is a minimal basis for m, and if

i\-=E"-ic>jmí> * = L 2, • • • , «, CijÇidt, then {vi, v2, • • • , vn} is a basis if and

only if the determinant | c,,| is not in m; it is then necessarily minimal.

Proof. Let \ui, Ui, • • • , «„} be a minimal basis of m. If the residues

mod m2 of the «< do not form a P-basis for m/m2, then they must be linearly

dependent over P. Thus there is a relation C1M1+C2W2+ • ■ • +c„M„ = 0(m2),

with CiÇzdt, and at least one c,—say Ci—not in m. Then ci is a unit, and so

«iG(«2, • • • , un, m2); thus m = (u2, • • ■ , u„, m2) and by Lemma 1, m

= («2, • • • ,m„). However, this contradicts the minimality of {mi, «2, ■ • • ,un}.

Conversely, suppose Mi, u2,_ ■ • ■ , w„ are elements of m giving rise mod m2

to elements of m/m2 which form a P-basis. Then obviously m = (uu u2, ■ ■ ■ ,

un, m2), and by Lemma 1, m = (wi, «2, • • • , u„). If {«1, u2, ■ • ■ , «„} were

not a minimal basis, then, say, wiG(«2, • • • , «»)• But this would imply that

the residues mod m2 of «2, ■ • • , u„ form a P-basis, which is false.

This proves the first statement; the rest of the lemma now follows easily.

Whenever we write m = («i, u2, • • • , u„), where m is the maximal ideal

in a g.l.r. dt, we shall always mean that these elements form a minimal basis

for m, unless the contrary is explicitly stated.

Suppose now that m = (wi, u2, ■ • ■ , un), and let i? = P[xi, X2, • • • , x„] be

the polynomial ring over P in « indeterminates. If c£9î, let/(«i, u2, • • • , un)

be a form of some degree k(^0) in «1, u2, - - - , un with coefficients in dt (but

not all in m) such that

c » f(ui, «2, • • • ,. M„)(m*+I).

If each coefficient of/is replaced by its residue, and if each w< is replaced by x,-,

then we obtain a form /(xi, X2, • • • , x„) of degree k in R; this is called an

initial form of the element c.

Since f\mk=(0) we see that if c ¿¿0 there is a k such that c = 0(m*),

c^0(m*+1). Thus c=f(ui, ut, ■ • • , un), where/ is a form of degree k whose

coefficients are not all in m, and c has an initial form of degree k. Hence every

element of dt has at least one initial form, except possibly the element zero;

in any case we consider the zero of R to be an initial form of the zero of dt.

If c and d have / and g, respectively, as initial forms, then cd has fg as

initial form; and if / and g are of the same degree, then J+f (if it does not

vanish) is an initial form of c+d.

If a is an ideal in dt, then the homogeneous ideal a' in R generated by the

initial forms of all elements in a is called the form ideal of a [7, p. 208]. Note

that if/(xi, X2, • • • , x«) is a homogeneous element of a', then it is actually the

initial form of some element in a.
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If also m = (vx, v2, ■ ■ ■ , vn), then by Lemma 2, t>.-»/H^CnUi. where

|c,-j-| ̂ O(m). The effect on the polynomial ring £ = P[xi, ■ • ■ , x„] is to sub-

ject it to the linear transformation y¿=2Z"-iC¿JxJ-, | Cíj\t¿0. The initial forms

and form ideals are thus essentially independent of the particular minimal

basis chosen.

For the remainder of this section 9Î is a local ring.

Definition. The ideal a in dt is said to have dimension r if there exists at

least one chain aÇprC ■ ■ ■ CpiCpo = m, where the p< are prime ideals, but

no such chain with more than r + 1 prime ideals pi. If p is prime, it is said to

have rankC) r if there exists at least one chain Opr-iD ' ' ' DfOpo3(0),

where the pi are prime, but no such chain with more than r ideals p¿. (See

[7, p. 209].)
If a and b are ideals in dt and aÇb, then the dimension of a is at least as

great as that of b. The dimension of a is clearly equal to the maximum of the

dimensions of its associated prime ideals. We therefore define the rank of a

to be the minimum of the ranks of its associated prime ideals. If p is prime,

then the sum of its rank and dimension is at most the rank of m, which equals

the dimension of (0). That this latter is really finite is implied by the following

fundamental theorem [7, p. 220, Theorem 7*] :

If p is a minimal prime ideal of the ideal b = (b\, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bT) having r ele-

ments in its basis, then the rank of p is at most r.

The rank of m is therefore at most w if m = («i, u2, ■ ■ ■ , w„).

Definition. The dimension of 3Î is the rank of m.

We observe finally that if p and p' are prime ideals and p contains p'

properly, then the rank of p is greater than that of p', while the dimension of

p is less than that of p'.

2. Complete local rings. In any generalized local ring 9?, a topology can

be introduced by taking the ideals m, m2, m3, • • • to be neighborhoods of

zero. This is the natural topology of 9Î. It is immediate that 9Î thus becomes

a Hausdorff space satisfying the first axiom of countability in which addition

and multiplication are continuous; thus 9î is,a topological ring. Any primary

ideal belonging to m is open and closed in this topology.

Definition. The sequence {an} of elements of 3Î is regular if, given any

m >0, at-ttüGui"1 for * and * sufficiently large.

It is clear that a necessary and sufficient condition that {an} be regular

is that limn,M(an+i— an) =0.

Definition. The g.l.r. 9Î is said to be complete if every regular sequence in

9Î has a limit in 9î.

In a complete local ring a sufficient condition for the convergence of an

infinite series yir.ifln is that lim a„ = 0.

(3) We use the term "rank" (following Lasker and Macaulay) rather than Krull's "Dimen-

sionsdefekt. "
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Definition. If dt is g.l.r., then dt* is a completion of dt if:

(1) dt* is a topological ring (satisfying the first countability axiom) con-

taining dt both as a subring and a subspace;

(2) dt is dense in dt*;

(3) dt* is complete.

Theorem 1. Every g.l.r. dt has a completion which is unique to within iso-

morphism over dti*).

Proof. If a and b are distinct elements of dt, then there is a positive integer

k such that a — b = 0imk), a-b^0imk+l). We then define pia, b)=2~k. It is

clear that p is a metric for 9? and that regularity of a sequence in this metric

is equivalent to regularity as defined above. By a well known theorem, dt can

be extended to a space dt*, complete with respect to a metric p which is an

extension of the metric of dt, such that dt is dense in dt*. If a*, b* are elements

of dt*, then there are sequences {an} and {bn} in dt such that a* = lim an,

b* = lim 6„.,We then define a*+Z>* = lim (ar+bn), a*ô* = lim (anbn). It is im-

mediate that this definition of addition and multiplication in 9Î* is independ-

ent of the particular sequences {a„} and {&„} chosen, and that dt* thus

becomes a ring containing dt as a subring.

It is easily seen that the relations

P(a -b,a' - i') g pia, a') + p(b, b'),   piab, a'b') = p(a, a') + p(6, b')

hold for elements of dt. Hence, by the continuity of the distance function,

they hold also in 9Î*, and it follows that dt* is a topological ring. Since

pia*, b*) =pia* — b*, 0), metric regularity in dt* is equivalent to regularity as

defined above. Thus dt* is a completion of 9Î.

If 9?i* is another completion, let a* be any element of dt*. Then a* = lim an,

where a„G9?. The sequence [an\ is regular and so has a limit ai* in the com-

plete ring dti*. The mapping a*—>ai* is easily seen to be a homeomof phism and

an isomorphism of dt* on dt* which leaves invariant every element of dt. Thus

dt* is essentially unique.

We now show that the completion of a g.l.r. is again a g.l.r. As such it

has a natural topology defined by the powers of its maximal ideal. But it

has also a topology in consequence of its being a completion, and we prove

in the next theorem that these coincide. The proof could be made somewhat

shorter by making use of the specific construction for the completion, but it

seems better to use merely the defining properties.

Theorem 2. If dt is a g.l.r., then so is its completion dt*, and the topology

of dt* coincides with its natural topology. If m* is the maximal ideal of dt*,

then there is a 1-1 correspondence between the primary ideals q in dt belonging to

(4) In the case where SR is a local ring this theorem has been given by Krull [7, p. 218,

Theorem 14] in a less precise form.
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m and the primary ideals q* in 9Î* belonging to m* ; if, namely, q and q* corre-

spond, then q* = 9Î* • q, q = qT^SÎ. In particular,

(3) m*k = 9î*-m*,      m**nSR = mi, * = 1, 2, • • • .

The residue fields of 9Î and 9i* are isomorphic. A minimal basis for m is also

one for m*.

Proof, (a) First we show that if b is any ideal in 9Î and 5*E9î* ■ b, then(6)

b* = \imk~J>k, where &*£b. For let b*=Y^acb', a<*E9î*, b/Gb; then
a¡* = liñuda«, a,j(£9Í. Hence è* = lim*_002^iajfc£>/, and we take bk=^2iCtikb'.

(b) If b = mh, then also the converse of this statement is true. For suppose

c-*E9î*, and c-* = lim £>*, with c-*Em\ We may assume that bk — iwGmWH

(*^1) and &o = 0. Hence if z>i, z>2, • • ■ , vs are the power products of

«i, m2, • • • , Mn (the basis elements for m) of degree *, then bk — bk-i

— /JLiCmP<. where feGm1"1. The infinite series 2Z*C*»' converges in 9Î* since

cti-*0. Thus b*=*Z?_i(bk-bk-i) =Z?-i»<E?-iCh691* -m».
(c) If q is a primary ideal belonging to m, 2*era SR*-qr>\3î = q. For if

£>E9Î*-qn9î, then by (a), ô = lim bk, &*Eq. Since q is open in 9Î, b — &¡t£q for
large &, hence &Eg.

(d) In particular, 9Î* • tn*r.$R = nt*. For * = 1, this implies that 9Î* • m ̂  9Î*.
IFe assert that 91* -m contains all the non-units in 9Î*, *ewce *s /*e idea/ o/ raora-

units. Suppose, namely, that b* is in 91* but not in 9î*-nt, and let ¿>* = lim bk,

&*£9t. Only a finite number of the bk can be in m, for if infinitely many were,

then by (b), b* would be in 9i*-m, contrary to the choice of b*. Since only a

finite number of bk are in m, we may assume that none are and so each bk

is a unit. Since bk+i~x—bk~x = &*+i_1¿»*_1 (** — bk+i), it follows that {&*-1} is a

regular sequence in 9t, hence has a limit bx* in 91*. Then b*b * = 1 and b* is a

unit; thus every element of 9Î* not in 91* -m is a unit. Let tn* = 9î* -m; equa-

tions (3) now follow, in view of (c).

(e) For any b* in 9Î*, there is an element b in 9t such that b* = b(m*h). Namely,

let ô* = lim bk, bk&R. Since {bk} is a regular sequence there is an integer t

suchthat bk — í¡Gm* for k>i. Hence b* — bi = Yimk^„(bk — £>.)G:9i*-m\ by (b)
—that is, b*-biGm*k.

Together with (3)—which implies that '¡R/mh may be considered a subring

of $t*/m*h—(e) shows that the two rings coincide. For * = 1, this means that

the residue fields of 9Î* and 9? coincide.

(f) The ring $1* is a g.l.r. For suppose Z»*Enm-*'1. Since &*£9Î*, b* = lim 6*,

¿>*£9î; for a fixed *, we have by (a), and since ¿>*£9l*-tti\ that ¿>* = lim a*,

ulGin'. Thus for large *, bk = ak(mh), hence bk = 0(mh). Since this holds for

all *, lim bk = 0—that is, Z»*=0. Thus Dm** = (0).
Also, m* has a finite basis, for m* = 9î* -m = 91*- (*i, u2, • ■ ■ , «„).  This

(s) Throughout this proof "lim" means limit with respect to the topology which SR* has

in virtue of its being a completion.
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basis is actually minimal. For suppose Ui = b*Ui+ • ■ ■ +b*un, b*Ç:dt*. By

(e) there is a 6< in dt such that b,* = biim*). Thus «i=E"-2^Wi(m*2), and since

«i— E"-2&¿MiG9í, (3) implies that WiE(«2, •■-,«„, m2). By Lemma 1, we

would have m =(«2, • • ■ , un), contradicting the minimality of the basis

{«i, •••,«„}.
(g) If q is a primary ideal of m, then dt*-q is a primary ideal of m*,

and we have seen that dt* ■ qf\dt = q. Conversely, if q* is a primary ideal of m*,

then q = q*f"\9î is a primary ideal of m. Moreover, 9t*-q = q*, for if ¿>*Gq*,

then by (e) there is a b in dt such that b* — b£idt* ■mhç=dt* ■ q (for suitable h).

Since b*-b£q*, ¿>Gq*/°i9î = q, so that b*<Edt*-q.
(h) It remains to prove only that the given topology of dt* is its natural

topology. We note that these topologies coincide on dt, because dt is a sub-

space of dt* and because of equations (3). It is therefore sufficient to find for

every sequence {bk*} in dt* a sequence {bk} in dt such that {b** — &*} is a

null sequence in both topologies.

Let {Uk} be a system of neighborhoods of zero in dt* (with respect to its

given topology). For a fixed k, let bj? = limn^x¿ih. Then for large h, b* — ahŒUk-

But from the proof of (e) it is clear that ft** —a*Gm** for large h. Hence if

we let bk = an for some fixed large value of h, we have b* — bk in both Ukand

m*k. Thus {bk} is the desired sequence.

The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete.

Even though our interest lies primarily in local rings, we must consider

also generalized local rings since a proof involving local rings may well lead

to a ring which is only a generalized local ring. It is therefore of fundamental

importance that we can always get back to an actual local ring:

Theorem 3. If a generalized local ring is complete, then it is a local ringi?).

From Theorem 2 we have as an immediate consequence that the comple-

tion of a g.l.r. is a local ring.

Proof. Let dt be a complete g.l.r. It is necessary to prove merely that every

ideal a in dt has a finite basis. Let m = dt • («i, «2, • • • , un).

If a' is the form ideal of a, then a' = (i?i(x), • • • , $s(x)), where i?¿(x) is a

homogeneous polynomial in F: = P[xi, • • • , xn], i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , s. Let $\(x)

be of degree &,-; we assume a ¿¿dt, so that ki >0. For each i there is an element

ai in a having $¿(x) as an initial form. We shall show that a = (<Zi, 02, • • • , a,).

Let a be an element of a and suppose that aÇtn*. Then a=\p(u), a form

of degree k. Let $(x) be the corresponding initial form in R (or zero, in case all

the coefficients of yp(u) are in m). Since ^(x)Eu', we have \[>(x) =^,Ai(x)ifi(x),

where Aiix) is a form of degree k — ki (or Ai(x)=0). Let Ai(u) be a form of

degree k — ki in «i, • ■ • . un corresponding to Adx); then a' = /s,-,Ai(u)aj is an

element of 9Î havingE-^iOOWx) =i?(x) as initial form. Hence s-a'Gm(+1.

(8) The proof of this theorem is implicitly contained in Krull [7, p. 218].
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But a—a' is again a member of a and so by repeating the previous argu-

ment we have an element a"**>Al (u)a,, where A¡ (u) is a form of degree

k + l—ki, and a — a' — a"(E\mh+2. Continuing in this way, we get s sequences

Ai(u), A¡ (u), • • • , Aiw(u), ■ ■ • (t=l, 2, • • • , s), where Aim(u) is a form

of degree *+* — *,-, and

(4) a m ¿ ¿ Ai^(u)ai(mk+'+x), r = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ .
»1=0 t=l

For each i, ^2h-<y^-im(u) is a convergent series, since 9Î is complete, and has

a sum d in 9Î. Hence the right side of (4) has the element ^Zj.iC.-aj as limit

(as r—» oo). On the other hand (4) implies that the limit is a. Thus a=^ctdi,

and so (di, • • • , a,) = a.

For the remainder of this section 9Î is a local ring. In this case, we can

add to Theorem 2 the following [7, p. 218]: If a is any ideal in 9Î, then

(5) 9î*-an9î = a.

For if c£9î* • a, then c="£ci*ai, c¡*£9í*, öjGo. For a fixed *, there exists a c<

in 9isuch that Ci* = c,-(m**);so c=2Zc¿ai(m**). Thus c— ]£c¿a,GEm**f>\9í = mí:,

cG(a, mk). Since this holds for all *, (1) implies that cGa.

It may be pointed out that (5) is characteristic for local rings in the sense

that if it holds for a g.l.r. 9Î, then 9Î is actually a local ring. Namely, equation

(5) and Theorem 3 imply that every increasing sequence of ideals of 9Î is

finite. It follows that (1) is also characteristic for local rings; (1) is equiva-

lent to the statement that the ideal a is a closed set. We do not know whether

there exists a g.l.r. which is not a local ring.

If a is an ideal (?^9î) in the Local ring 9Í, then the ring 9Î' = 9i/a is clearly

also a local ring with m' = m/a as maximal ideal. The homomorphism of 9Î

on 9Î' is a continuous open mapping. For continuity, observe that the sets

m'* form a set of neighborhoods of zero in 9Î' and that the inverse images

(mk, a) are open in 9?. That the mapping is open follows from the fact that

the sets m*, which form a system of neighborhoods of zero in 9Î, map onto the

open sets m'* of 9Î'.

If 9Î is complete, then so is 9?'. For if {ai } is a regular sequence in 91',

then ai -a*'_i->0. Therefore ai - tí-iGm"1", with *(*) -» oo. Let bk(k ̂  1)

be an element of mA(*) which maps onto ai —ai-x, let bo map onto a0' ■ If

ö* =2Zi_o&<i then a* maps onto ai and {ak} is regular, hence has a limit a

in 9Î. If a maps onto a' in 9£', the continuity of the mapping shows that

ai —*a'.

If 9Í is not complete let 9Î* be its completion. In view of (5), 9t/a may be

considered a subring of 9î*/9J* • a. Since (a, m*) = (91* • a, m*i)n9f, 9î/a is ac-

tually a subspace of 9Î*/9Î* • a. Thus the latter is the completion of the

former.
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Hensel's Lemma for valuation rings can be generalized without difficulty

to local rings:

Theorem 4. Let dt be a complete local ring. Let f(z) be a polynomial in

dt[z] of degree n, and let g0(z) and hoiz) be polynomials in dt[z] such that:

(a) go(z) =azr+a'zr~1+ ■ ■ ■ , a^O(m), h0(z) of degree not greater than

n — r, 0<r<n;

(b) f(z)^go(z)ho(z)(m);
(c) go(z) and h0(z) are relatively prime mod m.

Then there exist polynomials g(z) and h(z) in dt[z] of degrees r and n — r re-

spectively such that

g(z) = azr + ■ ■ ■ ,       f(z) = g(z)h(z),       g(z) = go(z)(m),       h(z) = h0(z)(m).

Proof. Starting with g0 and h0 we construct two sequences {gk(z)} and

{«i(z)} of polynomials in dt[z] such that

(6) gk(z) = azr + ■ • • ,   degree of hk(z) -n — r,

(7) gk+i(z) =- gk(z)imk+1),       hk+iiz) m hkiz)im"+'),

(8) /(*) * gkiz)hkiz)imk+>).

This is sufficient to prove the theorem, for (6) and (7), together with the com-

pleteness of dt, imply that the sequences {gk} and {hk} have limits g(z) and

ß(z) respectively. Then (8) implies that/(z)= g (z)Ä(z), and the other state-

ments in the theorem are then obvious.

We proceed by induction, assuming that go, gi, • • ■ , gk and h0, hi, ■ ■ ■ ,hk

have been defined so that they satisfy (6), (7), and (8). Clearly, for k = 0, the

given go and h0 will suffice. Let m*+1 = (i>i, Vi, ■ ■ ■ , vn). We now define

N N

(9) gk+iiz) = gkiz) + E^«(2).        hk+iiz) = hk(z) + ~52viSi(z),
1=1 i=l

where the r,(z) and Si(z) are as yet unspecified polynomials whose degrees

are less than r and not greater than n — r respectively. It is clear that (6) and

(7) are thereby satisfied. We now determine r¿ and Si so that also (8) is satis-

fied for gk+i and hk+i.

From (9),

/ - gk+ihk+i = f — gkhk — E Vi(*igk + fihk) — E Wjr#l<
i i.j

On the other hand, by (8),

/ - gkhk = E Vipi(z)

where the pi(z) are polynomials whose degrees may be assumed to be at most

«, since the same is true of /—gkhk- These two relations give
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/ - gk+ihk+i ■ E »•(?< — Sigk - rihk)imk+2).
i

In order to obtain (8) for g*+i and hk+i it is sufficient to show that r< and s<

can be determined so that pi = Sigk+rihk(m), or equivalently—since g*=go(m)

and hk=ho(m)—so that

pi = Sigo + r,Ä0(m).

But this is surely possible, since go and ho are relatively prime mod m. More-

over, since the degrees of go, «o, and pi are r, not greater than n — r, and «

respectively, we may select r¿ of degree less than r, and s,- of degree not greater

than n — r. This completes the proof.

3. Subrings and extensions of local rings. Consider two generalized local

rings dt and ©, with dt a subring of ©. dt and © necessarily have the same

identity element, as follows from the following general remark:

A g.l.r. © has no idempotent elements except 0 and 1. For if e2 = e, e 7±0, e j& 1,

then e(l — e) =0 and since e ?¿0, 1 — e j±0, each is a zero-divisor and is a non-

unit. Hence so is l—e+(l—é), a contradiction.

We shall always let m and 3D? denote the maximal ideals of dt and © re-

spectively. The contracted ideal ffllf^dt is a prime ideal contained in m. In or-

der to make a comparative study of the two rings and their residue fields,

we shall require that these two ideals be the same. That is, we shall be con-

cerned with the condition

(10) m r\ dt = m.

If this condition is satisfied, then there is a natural isomorphism of the resi-

due field P = dt/m of ÎR onto a subfield of the residue field 2 = ©/9ÏÏ of ©. We
may therefore consider P to be imbedded in 2.

Since 9ÎÇZ©, there are two topologies which one may consider in dt. First

there is the natural topology of dt, and second there is the topology imposed

on it by @. If these two are equivalent—that is, if dt is not only a subring

but also a subspace of ©—then dt and © are said to be concordant. Sets of

neighborhoods of zero for the two topologies are the ideals {mk} (k = 1,2, ■ • • )

and {$Rkr\dt} (è = l, 2, • • • ), respectively. In order that dt and © be con-

cordant it is necessary and sufficient that each ideal of either set contain an

ideal of the other set. In particular ÜJÍ C\dt must contain some power of m,

hence must contain m itself. This means that (10) holds. And if (10) holds

then Wr\dt^mk for every k.

For the concordance of dt and ©, we must have also that each m* contains

an ideal äJl'F^SR. For each i, let k(i) be such that

(ii) SR'natcm*«»,     mir\dt^mk^+i.

Clearly the sequence {k(i)} is nondecreasing. The requirement that each m*

contain an ideal SDî'nSî is equivalent to
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(12) lim k(i) = °o.

(This condition is certainly satisfied if some k(i) = oo—that is, if for some i,

fflir\dt = (0).) In general (10) does not imply (12). However there are two

cases in which it does, as stated by the next two theorems.

Theorem 5. Let 9Î and © be generalized local rings such that 9?Ç<3,

50ÎP\9t = m. If 9Î is complete, then 9Î and @ are concordante).

Proof. We prove that (12) holds. If it does not, then the k(i) must be

constant from a certain point on, say k(i) =k for i^h. Placing a¿= W't^di,

we have «¡Cm4, a¿Cm*+l (tè*).

For each fixed integer j (s^l), consider the decreasing chain

(a», m*+0 2 (ttM-i, m*+0 2 (ah+2, m*+0 2 ■ • • .

These ideals are all primary and belong to m and they all contain mk+i, which

is likewise primary. Since m has a finite basis, it follows by a well known

theorem(8) that these chains terminate. Hence for each j there is an integer

n(j) such that (a,-, m*+i) = (a»(,-), mk+i) for il%n(j); moreover we may assume

that*^ra(l)gra(2)g • • • ,k+j^n(j).

We now construct a sequence {a,-} in 9Î such that for all/è 1. a¡Gan(/) and

(13) a¡ = aJ+i(mt+0.

Let, namely, ai be an element in a„(i) not in m*+l. Assume a-i, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a¡to

be defined. Then a¡GEan(,-)C(a„(,-+i), mk+i), and the existence of an a¡+i in

a„(,-+u satisfying (13) is then clear. The sequence {a,} is regular by (13), and

hence it has a limit a in 9Î. Again by (13) it follows that

a m aj(mk+i), j ^ 1.

Since mÇSDÎ, this congruence means that a — a,-£9D?fc+)'. But a,.£Gn<ßÇ(!*+,■

CSDi*"1"'; thus aCz'$ilk+i for all j, a = 0. Applying this congruence for 7=1,

we obtain oi = 0(in*+l) contrary to the selection of ai. This completes the

proof.

Theorem 6. Let 9Î and © be generalized local rings, 9ÎÇ<S, Tir\dt = m.

If m is a principal ideal, then 9î and © are concordant.

Proof. We must prove (12), where *(t) is defined by (11); let tn=(w). If

(12) does not hold, then as in the previous theorem the k(i) are constant

from a certain point, say equal to *. Since 'Sft'CSdt is in m* but not in mk+1,

there is an element a< in Sft'f^ such that a¿ = c¿«*, with Ci a unit in 9Î. Hence

(7) Cf. Chevalley [l, Lemma 7].

(8) For this theorem, as well as the concept of the length of a primary ideal and the proper

erties of composition sequences (to be used later), see Krull [4, p. 31 ].
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uk = crlai^'Sfli, all i, so that «* = 0. Thus m*=(0) = m*+1, contradicting the

fact that mir\dt<tmk+K
It is immediate that if © contains and is concordant with dt, then the

closure of dt in © is a completion of dt.

We now introduce a new relation between two g.l.r.'s stronger than that

of concordance; this relation, together with Lemmas 3 and 4, is fundamental

in the proof of the structure theorems of Part II.

Definition. Let dt and © be g.l.r.'s, 9ÎC©. Then © is said to be unrami-

fied with respect to dt if there exists a minimal basis for m which is also a mini-

mal basis for 9JÍ, and if for every positive integer k it is true that

(14) mkr\dt=mh.

From the definition it follows that

m = ©-m.

Moreover any minimal basis for m will be a minimal basis for 9JÎ (by Lemma

2). From (14) we see that if © is unramified with respect to (u.w.r.t.) dt, then

© and dt are concordant. The relation of being unramified is transitive. That

is, if dt, ©, and ©' are three g.l.r.'s such that 9îç:©Ç@', and if ©' and ©

are u.w.r.t. © and dt respectively, then ©' is u.w.r.t. dt. Finally, Theorem 2

shows that the completion of dt is u.w.r.t. dt.

Lemma 3. Let dt, ©, and dta (where a runs over some index system) be rings

satisfying the conditions:

(a) For every a, dtÇZdtaQ®, and © is the smallest ring containing all dt„;

(b) dt is a g.l.r., and each dta is a g.l.r. which is u.w.r.t. dt;

(c) Given any two of the rings dta, dtß there exists a ring dty which is u.w.r.t.

dta and dtß.

Then © is a g.l.r. which is u.w.r.t. dt and each dta; the residue field of © is the

join of the residue fields of the dta.

Proof. From conditions (a) and (c) it follows that any finite set of elements

of © is contained in some dta-

Let m = dt-(ui, • • • , Un), so that generally ma = dta-(ui, ■ • ■ , «„), where

m„ is the maximal ideal of dta- We assert that the ideal dfl = © • (ui, ■ • ■ , un)

consists of all non-units of ©. First, Soîj^©, for otherwise l=aiWi+ • • ■

+anun, a,G©- If dta contains au • • • , an, then 1G9î„-(mi, • ■ • , w„) = ma,a

contradiction. Second, every non-unit a of © is in SD?; for if ais in dta, then a

is a non-unit in dt„, hence a£EmaC9D?. The notation SDc = ©-(wi, • • • , un)

must be justified by showing that this basis is minimal. But this is clear, for

if, for example, WiE© ■ (u2, ■ ■ ■ , un), then Mi£3îa • (u2, ■ ■ ■ , un) for some dta,

and this contradicts (b).

Similarly it can be proved that SD?*r>$R0 = ma*. For if aEWndta, then
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by (c), oGihj* for some ß such that 9Î0 contains and is u.w.r.t. 9ta. Then

aC.m.ßkr\^Ra = mak, as was asserted. From this it follows that Y\'$Slk= (0). Thus

© is a g.l.r., and it is clearly u.w.r.t. 9Î and each 9Î«.

It is this lemma which necessitates the introduction of the g.l.r. For the

proof given here does not suffice to show that © is an actual local ring, even

if each 9fa is.

Lemma 4. Let Vibe a local ring, © = 9i [v], where vis a root of the polynomial

f(z)=zm+axzm"x+ ■ • ■ +am (a,G9î)i but of no polynomial of lower degree. Let,

moreover, f(z)=zm+dxzm~x+ ■ ■ ■ +äm be irreducible over P. £*cra © is a local

ring, unramified with respect to 9t, with ©-mas maximal ideal, and [S:P] =m.

If a is an ideal in 9Î, then @ • ai~\%i ■» a. €> is complete if and only if 9f is.

(Note: P and 2 are the residue fields of 9Î and ©; <t¿ is the residue of o<

modulo m.)

Proof. In view of © = 9î[z>] andf(v)=0, every element t in © is of the form

t=y^,?~n1CiVi, c<£9?. Since v satisfies no equation of degree less than m, the c,-

are uniquely determined. If a is an ideal in 9?, then clearly / is in © • a if and

only if the c¿ are in a. Hence if /£©• aC\dt, then/ = co£a, and we have proved

that

(15) ©-an9î = a.

In particular ©mP>9î = m, and ©<> = ©/©• m may be considered to con-

tain P = 3t/m. Then ©o=P[â], where v is the residue of v mod @-m. Since

/(ó) =0 and/is irreducible, and since P is a field, it follows that ©0 is a field,

so that SDc = ©-m is a maximal ideal. If 9)î' is any maximal ideal of ©, then

m'r\di is maximale) in 9Î, hence 3)?'n9î = m, $Dc'2©m = 5»c, W = m. Thus
50? is the only maximal ideal of ©. Since © is a simple extension of 9Î, the ideals

of © have finite bases and © is a local ring.

Now mk = © • m*, and by (15), 9Jc*n9î = m*. To complete the proof that ©

is u.w.r.t. 9Î, we must show that if m = 9î-(Ki, • • ■ , u„), then ult ■ ■ ■ , un

form a minimal basis for SOc. If not, then, say, Wi£©-(w2, • • ■ , u„)

= ©-(9î-(tt2, • • • , Un)), and by (15), w1£9Î-(m2, • • • , un), a contradiction.

The relation [S:P] = m is clear.

Suppose now that 9Î is complete. Let {tn} be a regular sequence in ©,

4=Xr='ô1^iî'i, CaíG9í. Then for each *, th — tk+1=^2(chi — ch+1,i)vi is in

C0J* = (g -m* for large *; hence Cm — Ch+x,iŒtnk for large *, and {c»,,-} is a regu-

lar sequence for each t. If c,- is its limit, then {tk} clearly has the limit y^_CiV'.

Thus © is complete.

If © is complete, let {eh] be a regular sequence in 9Î. Then {c*} is regu-

(9) If the ring © is integrally dependent on the ring 3Î, and if W is a prime ideal in <& and m

is its contraction in 3Í, then SDÎ is maximal if and only if m is. For the integral domain ©/2ft is

integrally dependent on the integral domain 5R/m, and it is easy to see that the former is a field

if and only if the latter is. Cf. Cohen and Seidenberg [2, Theorem 1 ].
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lar in ©, hence has a limit EH-o10^'- Thus for each k and large h, (ao—cn)

+T,7-i1ciiViE'3Rk = ®-mk, hencea0-chGmk. So lim ch = a<,Gdt.

Theorem 7. Let dt be a complete local ring and © an integral domain con-

taining dt. If © is integrally dependent on dt, then the non-units of © form an

ideal. If © is a finite dt-module, then © is a complete local ring.

Proof. Assume © is integral over dt. Then ©m is not the unit ideal [5,

p. 749], and therefore neither is its radical. We show that the radical contains

all non-units.

Let v be a non-unit in ©. Since v is integral over dt it satisfies an equation

f(v) = 0, where f(z)=zm+aizm~1+ • ■ ■ +am, a,£9î. We assume v satisfies no

monic equation of lower degree. Since am= — v(vm~1+ ■ • • +am_i), and v is a

non-unit, am is also a non-unit in dt, hence fl„£m. Now all a¡ are in m. For if

not, let ar be the last one not in m: ar(¡.m, a¿£m for i = r + l, r + 2, ■ ■ ■ , m,

0 <r<m. Then f(z)=zm~r(zr+aizr-1+ ■ ■ ■ +ar)(m), and these factors are rel-

atively prime mod m since ar^0(m). Hensel's Lemma (Theorem 4) implies

that/(z) factors into monic polynomials of degrees r and m — r. But this would

imply that v satisfies a monic equation of degree less than m. This is false and

so eachfljGm, i;mG© -m, v is in the radical of © -m.

If © is a finite 9î-module, then the ideals of © have finite bases, since the

same is true of dt. Also © is integral over dt, so © has an ideal of non-units.

The completeness of © is shown in the next theorem (first paragraph of the

proof).

Theorem 8. Let dt and © be local rings with residue fields P and 2 such that

9ÎÇZ© and dt is complete. Then © is a finite dt-module if and only if <S>-mis a

primary ideal belonging to dît and 2 is a finite algebraic extension of P. With

these conditions satisfied, © is complete and has an dt-basis o/Xju elements, where

/i= [2:P] and X is the length^) of © m.

Note. If © -m is primary for 5DÎ, then diir\dt = m, so P may be considered a

subfield of 2, and therefore the hypothesis concerning 2 and P has meaning.

If, on the other hand, © is a finite 9î-module, then © is integrally dependent

on dt. Hence any prime ideal belonging to © m is maximal (9) since such an

ideal must contract to m. Thus dit is the only prime ideal of © • m, which is

therefore primary, and so again the statement concerning 2 and P is meaning-

ful.
Proof. If © is finite over dt then clearly 2 is finite over P. Moreover, as

observed, ©-m is primary for 9JÎ. Hence for some k, dRkrZ<&-m, WkQ'B-mT

for all r. Let Vi, ■ • • , vm form an 9î-basis for ©. To prove the completeness

of ©, let {th} be a regular sequence in ©, ¿0 = 0. Then for any r, th — th-i

e$mr*ç:©mr for large h. Thus th-th^i=^y,1chivi, where cwGnt"'", and

«(A)—* o=. For each i, Eâ°-ic>« converges in dt (which is complete) to a limit c¿.

Then
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j m j m

t} = ^2 (h — ¿a-i) ■]£»<£ Chi, lim tj = 52 dVi.
h-X t-1 h=X /-»•» i_l

(From Theorem 5 it follows that © is concordant with 9Î. However, we have

used not this fact, but merely the observation that the identity mapping of

9Î in © is continuous.)

Now let us assume that © • m is a primary ideal of length X belonging to 3J?.

Then, as observed above, 9)2f>\9î = m and P may be considered a subfield of 2.

We assume further that p= [2:P] is finite and prove that © has an 9î-basis

of \p elements.

Let {itx, Vi, ■ ■ ■ ,t„} form a field basis for 2 over P, and let pi be a repre-

sentative of 7Tj in ©. Then px, pi, ■ • ■ , p» form an independent 9t-basis for ©

mod UJÎ. That is, for every element t in ©, there are elements Oi, a2, • • • , aß

in 9Î such that

(16) t m axpx + a2p2 + • • • + arf^W),

and the a< are uniquely determined mod m.

Since © • m is of length X, there exists a chain

9JÎ = qi D q2 D ■ • • D qx = ©m,

where each q,- is a primary ideal belonging to 9JÍ, and there is no ideal between

q,-_i and q,-. It is well known that

m-qj-iQetj, i= 1, 2, •• • , A,

where we define q<¡ = ©. If q¡ is in q¿_i but not in q,-, then

(17) qy_i = (?,-, qj), j = 1, 2, ■ • • , X.

(We observe for later purposes that we could have selected pi = qi=l.) We

now show that the elements p,q¡ form an 9t-basis for ©.

First we show that they form an 9î-basis mod © • m. For this purpose it

is sufficient to show that the elements piq¡, • • • , p&j form an 9?-basis for

q,_i mod q,-. If, now, s£q,-_i, then by (17) s = tq,(q,), /£©. By (16),

s=52i-iaipiai (S0Î■ <íi-i) — 0(q,). Thus for every 5 in © there are elements o,-,-

in 9t such that s=52au(Pia¡) (© nt).
There exist, for each 5 in ©, \p sequences {oí,(0>, a;,(1>, • • • , a,/*', ■ • • }

(a,-iwe9t) such that for all k, a««»»«<,(»+» (m*+l), and

(18) S m £ «¿»(toSKG-Vl**1).
t,i

For * = 0, the a</w have been shown to exist. If ai/h) has been defined, (18)'

implies that s=52aawiPiai)-srl2shwh< where J&G©, wh(E.mk+1. But

Sh = J2 bhij(piqi)(<&-m),       bhij G 9Î,
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s m E OiP>(Mà + Z(¿: hnwh) (Piq,mmk+2).
i,i i,j   \     h /

Placing aij(-k+í)=aijw+^i2hbhijWh, we see that the induction is complete. For

each i and/, {a»,-(A:)} is a regular sequence, hence has a limit a¿,- in 9Î. We con-

clude from (18) that s =Eo¿)(£«'2j)> and the piq¡ thus form an 9î-basis for ©.

Recalling that we could have selected pi = qi=l, we obtain the following

for the case \ = p= 1.

Corollary. Let dtbea complete local ring, © a local ring containing dt such

that © • m = dit. If the residue fields of dt and © coincide, then © = dt.

We shall see in Part III that the members p(q,- oí the 9t-basis need not be

independent over dt and we shall obtain a sufficient condition (Theorem 23)

for independence.

Part II

4. The structure theorems. Characteristic zero. A decisive factor in the

statement as well as the proof of the structure theorems for local rings is the

relative value of the characteristics of the ring and its residue field. The char-

acteristic of the latter is naturally either zero or a prime number p. The char-

acteristic of the local ring dt itself, however, may well be a positive integer q

which is not a prime, since dt may have zero-divisors. However q must be a

power of a prime. For if q = rs, r>l, s>l, (r, s) = 1, then since rs = 0, r and 5

are zero-divisors and are contained in the maximal ideal m of dt. Since there

exist integers a and b such that 1 =ar+bs, we have 1 £tn, which is impossible.

Thus q=pk, where p is a prime. In this case the residue field P has character-

istic p.

Thus the following are seen to be the only cases possible:

(a) dt and P are both of characteristic zero.

(b) dt and P are both of characteristic p.

(c) dt is of characteristic zero, P of characteristic p.

(d) dt is of characteristic pk(k > 1), P of characteristic p.

The first two cases are called the equal-characteristic cases; the other two, the

unequal-characteristic cases. Case (d) can arise only if dt has zero-divisors.

If © is a local ring containing dt, then dt and © have the same character-

istic (since they have the same identity). If dR(~\dt = m, then the residue fields

also have the same characteristic, and 9Î and © fall into the same one of the

four cases. In particular, dt and its completion are under the same case.

To see that all four cases are actually possible, we first prove a general

result.

Lemma 5. Let dt be a completed) local ring with m = 9î • («i, u2, • • • , «„) ;

(10) If SR is not complete, then @ will still be a (non-complete) local ring. The proof is similar

to that of Theorem 3
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let © = 9î{xi, X2, ■ • • ,xm\ be the ring of'formal power series in m indelerminates

xi, x2, • • • , xm with coefficients in 9?. £*era © is a complete local ring with maxi-

mal ideal («i, • • • , m„, xi, • • • , xm), and residue field isomorphic to that of 9Î.

Proof. Let ÜJÍ denote this ideal. If /£©, then t=52i-otk, where /* is a
form of degree * in Xi, • • • , xm with coefficients in 9Î. It is clear that

íG©-(*i, • • ■ . xm) is equivalent to to = 0 and that ¿Güf/í is equivalent to

¿oGnt. But this last condition is clearly the condition that t be a non-unit

in ©. Thus SfJJ consists of all non-units of ©. That n"-i9?cÄ= (0) follows from

the fact that SO?'1 consists of all t=52tk such that for k = 0, 1, • • • , * — 1 the

coefficients of i* are in m'1"*. Hence © is a generalized local ring. More-

over the above basis for SDÎ is minimal. If, namely, xi is superfluous, then

Xx=52"-iPiu< +XX2<Zj*í! where pi, <z,G©. On expanding the right-hand side
into a power series in xi, ■ ■ • , xm, we see that the second summation yields

no term in xi alone; and while the first summation may yield such a term, its

coefficient must be in m. Thus the equation is impossible. If, on the other

hand, «i is superfluous, then Ui=52ï-2piUi+52?-iiixi> where pi, <Z;G©- If pi
is the constant term of pi, then Ux=52î-2pïui> and this contradicts the mini-

mality of the basis (ux, •> • , un) for m. It is clear that 50iPi9? = in and that

the residue field of © coincides with that of 9?.

Now © is complete (and hence, by Theorem 3, a local ring). For let {/'}

(t = 0, 1, • • • ) be a regular sequence of elements of ©. We write t'=52ktki,

where tk{ is a form in Xi, ■ • • , xm of degree *. For any *, we have that

ti — ti+xEiïïlh for large t. By the remark above, this means that for a fixed *

and for any *>*, we have /** — tki+x = 0(mh~k) when t is large (this congruence

means that the coefficients of tk'—tki+x are in mh~k). Hence for a fixed *, the

coefficients of each monomial in tk' form a regular sequence, which must

then have a limit in 9Î. Hence there is a form tk of degree * such that

Yimi^Jki = tk. Now Yimi^ti = t, where t=^2tk. For ¡" — ¿=^(iV — tk), and for

any *, tki—tk = 0ixnh), if 0 ^* á* — 1 and t is large enough. Hence ti — tÇLWh

for t sufficiently large, and the statement is proved.

Any field P may be considered a local ring in which m = (0). Consequently

the lemma implies that the formal power series ringP {xi, •••,*„} is a local

ring with residue field isomorphic to P. Thus cases (a) and (b) above are pos-

sible, and moreover the number of elements in a minimal basis of the ideal of

non-units, as well as the residue field, may be prescribed.

For case (c) let 9îo be the quotient ring(u) of the ring of integers with

respect to the ideal ip), where p is a prime number, and let 9? be the comple-

tion (12) of 9?o. Then 9Î falls under case (c), and so does © = 9î{xi, • • • , xm},

which has ip, xi, • • • , xm) as its maximal ideal. The residue fields of 9îo, 9Î,

and © are the prime field of characteristic p, while these local rings are of

(u) For the definition and properties of quotient rings see Krull [4, p. 17].

(la) This is the ring of p-adic integers.
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characteristic zero. More generally, in order to obtain an arbitrary residue

field of characteristic p, we start with a ring dto which is a discrete unramified

valuation ring of characteristic zero with prescribed residue field(l3).

Finally, the residue class ring mod pk(k >1) of a ring in class (c) gives a

ring in class (d).

The structure theorems say in effect that every complete local ring is the

homomorphic image of one of the rings which have just been explicitly de-

scribed. The proofs require a detailed analysis.

Let dt be any local ring. If F is a field contained in dt, then in the homo-

morphism of dt on its residue field P, F will map isomorphically on a subfield <3?

of P. Thus dt and P have the same characteristic. Conversely, if dt and P have

the same characteristic, then dt contains a field. For let F0 be the subring of

dt consisting of all integral multiples of the identity. If dt has characteristic

p, then Fo is already a field. If dt has characteristic zero, then so has P; F0 is

isomorphic to the ring of integers and each of its elements is a unit. Thus dt

contains the quotient field of Fo.

Definition. If the local ring dt contains a field F which maps modulo m

onto the entire residue field P, then F is said to be a coefficient field in dt.

If dt is the ring of power series with coefficients in a field P, then the sub-

field P of dt is clearly a coefficient field in the sense just defined. But there

may well be other coefficient fields in dt, and there may be fields in dt which

although having a "natural" (in some sense) connection with dt, cannot be

extended to a coefficient field. Examples will be given later.

Now let dt be an arbitrary local ring. Naturally dt contains a coefficient

field only if dt and P have the same characteristic. The converse is not true:

Let Po be the rational field, x an indeterminate over P0, 9Î the quotient ring

of Po[x] with respect to the prime ideal (x2 + l). Then P = P0(i), i2= —1, and

dt surely contains no field isomorphic to P. However, for complete rings, we

have:

Theorem 9. If dt is a complete local ring which has the same characteristic

as its residue field P, then dt contains a coefficient field. If the maximal ideal m

of dt has a minimal basis of « elements, then dt is a homomorphic image of a

formal power series ring P{xi, • • • , x„} in « indeterminates.

The second statement of the theorem follows easily from the first. Namely,

let F be a coefficient field in dt, and let m = 9î-(«i, • • • , «„)• If c£9î, then

c=a(m) for some a£.F. We assert that there is a sequence {e*} such that

c = Ck(mk+1), Ck£.F[ui, ■ ■ ■ , un]. Namely take c0 = a, and if ck has been de-

fined, then let c — Ck=^fiíOi, where bi&St, v, is a power product of ui, ■ ■ ■ , un

of degree k +1. There exists an a{ in Fsuch that bi = a,(m) ,c — ck s^o,i;,-(tnH!) ;

take Ck+i = Ck+^2a,Vi. Thus e = lim Ck, and dt is the closure of F[«i, • • • , u„].

There is a unique homomorphism F of P[xi, • ■ • , x„] (where Xi, • • • , x„

(") This is discussed in §6.
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are indeterminates over P) on F[«i, • • ■ , m„] such that x<F=w< and F, acting

on P, is the inverse of the natural mapping of Fon P; Fis clearly continuous,

where the topology of P[xi, ■ • • , x„] is that imposed by P{xi, • ■ • , x„}.

Since dt is complete and is the closure of F[ui, ■ ■ ■ , m„], and since

P{xi, ■ • • , x„} is the closure of P[xi, • ■ - , x„], F can obviously be uniquely

extended to a homomorphism of P{xi, • • • , x„} on dt.

The proof of the first statement is more difficult. Any coefficient field in dt

must be a maximal subfield of dt—that is, must not be contained in any other

subfield of dt. Hence we look for such subfields.

Let Fo be any field contained in dt. There exists such a field since dt and

P have the same characteristic. If {FT} is the set of all subfields of dt which

contain Fo, then by Zorn's Lemma, this set has a maximal element F; F is

a maximal subfield of dt and contains Fo. Let 3» be the subfield of P on which

F maps.

Then P is algebraic over $(u). Suppose not, and let « be an element of P

transcendental over 3>. Let a be an element of dt such that a = a. (The bar

will be consistently used to denote residues modulo m.) Then mP\F[a] = (0).

For if Ec«'aiGm(c*G^)> then ^lciai = 0; since c¿G$, and « is transcendental

over <î>, c~i = 0. Since the mapping of Fondis an isomorphism, c¿ = 0, Ec»a' = 0.

Thus every nonzero element of F[a] is a unit in dt, and dt therefore con-

tains the quotient field F(a). But since a(£F, this contradicts the maximal

character of F. Thus the statement is proved.

Every element of P which is not in i> is inseparable over $>. For let « be in

P and separable over 4>. Suppose 0(«) = 0, where </>(z)=zm+7iZ"l-1+ ■ • • +ym

is an irreducible polynomial in $[z]. Let/(z) =zm+cizm~l+ • ■ ■ +cm, where

c.GF, c,=7,;/(z) is irreducible over F. Now since <£(«) = 0, we have <p(z)

= (z—a)7r(z), where 7r(z)£P[z], and z —« and ir(z) are relatively prime since

« is separable. Let p(z) be a polynomial in dt[z] of degree not greater than

m — 1 which maps mod m onto 7r(z), and let a in dt be such that ä = a. Then

f(z) = (z — a)p(z)(m), and z — a and p(z) are relatively prime mod m. By

Hensel's Lemma (Theorem 4), there exist polynomials z —a-i and pi(z) in

dt [z] such that/(z) = (z — ai)pi(z). Since/(z) is irreducible over Fand/(»i) = 0,

F[ai] is a field containing F. Since Fis maximal, aiGF,/is linear, <p is linear,

Thus either P = d> or P is purely inseparable over i>. If P (hence also dt)

is of characteristic zero, Theorem 9 is therefore proved. It should be observed

that in this case (of characteristic zero) there is considerable latitude in gen-

eral in the choice of F. In fact, unless P is absolutely algebraic, there are

infinitely many possibilities. Namely, let a be an element of F which is tran-

scendental over the prime subfield E of F. Then every nonzero element of

E[a+cui], cGF, is a unit in dt, so that dt contains the field E(a+cui) and

hence also a maximal field F¿ containing this one. The infinitely many fields

(") The completeness of 9J is not used in the proof of this statement.
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Fc are all distinct, yet each is a coefficient field in 9i. If on the other hand P

is absolutely algebraic, then £ is uniquely determined in 9Î.

The failure of this proof for characteristic p is not merely a defect of the

method but lies in the nature of things. It will be seen in the next section

that a maximal subfield of 9Î need not be a coefficient field.

5. Characteristic p. In this section 9Î is a complete local ring of arbitrary

characteristic, while P is assumed to be of characteristic p; thus ^»Gnt. The

multiplicative representatives, defined below, will be used also in the next

section.

We make certain conventions as to notation. When used as an exponent

the number pk (* an integer) will be denoted by pik). We continue to use the

bar to denote the residue of an element modulo m, but occasionally brackets

will be used; thus ä and [a] both denote the residue modulo m of an element

a in 9Î.

Lemma 6. If a, Z>G9t, and a = bimh), *>0, then apW^bpW imh+k),

* = 1, 2, •    ..

Fora = Z»+c, cGm\ ap = bp+pbp~xc + ■ ■ ■ +cp = bpimh+x), and the lemma

follows by induction [12, p. 144, Lemma 8].

Definition. If aGP, a multiplicative representative of a is an element a

in 9Î such that d = a and a has a pkth root in 9Î for every positive integer *

[12, p. 143].
This name is justified in Lemma 8.

Lemma 7. The element a in P has a multiplicative representative if and only

if a is a pkth power in P for every positive integer k. The multiplicative repre-

sentative of a is unique. If $ is a subfield of P which is algebraically perfect,

then every element of <£ has a multiplicative representative; if F is a perfect sub-

field of 9Î, then every element of Fis the multiplicative representative of its residue.

Proof. Suppose a in 9Î is a multiplicative representative of a. Then

a = akpW, a*G9î, and a = äkp(k) is a pkth power in P. If also & is a multiplica-

tive representative of a, then b = bkpW, bkp<k^=a = äkpW, bk=äk, bk=akim),

hence by Lemma 6, bkp(k)^akpWimk+x), b = aimk+x), all *, hence b = a.

Suppose ap(~k) is in P for every * >0; let a* in 9Î be an element having this

as residue. Then âi+i = aJ>(_*_l), [ai+ip]= [ak+i]p = ap(-k) = âk, so ak+ip = akim).

Hence for any * (âO) and any * >*, ak+ipik+x~h) =akp(k~h)imk+1-h). Hence for

fixed *, {akplk~h>} is regular in the complete local ring 9f, hence has a limit

bh in 9Î. Clearly bo = bkpw for all *, and ho = a, so bo is the multiplicative repre-

sentative of a.

The rest of the lemma follows directly from the definition of a perfect field.

Lemma 8. If a and ß in P have the respective multiplicative representatives a
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and b, then aß has the multiplicative representative ab. If dt is of characteristic p,

then a+ß has the multiplicative representative a+b.

For by hypothesis, a = akp(k), b = bkpW, where ä = a, h = ß. Hence

ab= (akbk)pm,and [ab]=aß. If 9îisof characteristicp,thena+b= (ak+bk)pW,

and [a+b]=a+ß.

If dt and P are both of characteristic p and if P »5 algebraically perfect, then

Theorem 9 is proved. For every element of P has a multiplicative repre-

sentative in dt, and by Lemma 8 the set of all these is a field, which is then

necessarily a coefficient field.

This field is the only coefficient field in dt. For if F is any such field, then F
is isomorphic to P, hence is perfect. By Lemma 7, every element of F is a

multiplicative representative, and so F consists of all these.

We see here precisely the opposite of the situation for characteristic zero:

if dt and P are of characteristic p, and P is perfect, then the "imbedding" of

P in dt is unique. If P is not absolutely algebraic, then we can as above find

fields Fc in dt not contained in F. Thus Fc is not contained in any coefficient

field in dt, and this shows why the method for characteristic zero fails in this

case.,

The case where P is imperfect will now be considered. Recalling that p(k)

denotes pk, we define: If ^4 is a subset of P, then Ap(k) consists of all apW,

clÇlA. It is well known that PpW and Pp(_i) are fields isomorphic to P, that

the intersection Pp(oo) of all the fields PpW (k >0) is the largest perfect field

contained in P, and that the union P^-») of all the fields P¡><-*> (k >0) is

the smallest perfect field containing P.

Definition. A p-basis(is) of P is a set T of elements yT in P such that:

(a) [Pp(yi, • • • , yr):Vp]=pr for any r distinct elements of T;

(b) P = P*(]?).
If P is perfect, only the void set is a £-basis. But if P is imperfect, then

there exist non-void sets satisfying (a); any maximal such set (which must

exist, by Zorn's Lemma) satisfies also (b): Thus a /»-basis always exists.

Lemma 9. If Vis a p-basis for P, then Y = Vp(-k)iT) for every k>0; Tp^k) is a

p-basis for P*<-*>.

For P = P"(r), V" = ?p^(Tp), P = pp(2>(I>, r) = P»<2)(r); now use induc-

tion. For the second statement observe that a—¥ap(-~k) is an isomorphism of

P on P»><-*>.

Lemma 10. Let dt be an arbitrary commutative ring with an identity,

dt' = dt[ • • ■ , zT, ■ ■ ■ ] a polynomial ring over dt in a set {zT} of independent

indeterminates; letfT(zi) be a monic polynomial over dt in zT of degree kT>0. If a

polynomial g({zT}) in dt' of degree less than k, in zT is contained in the ideal

in dt' generated by thefr(zT), then g = 0.

(16) This definition, as well as Lemma 9, is due to Teichmüller [12, Lemmas 9 and 10].
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the zT are finite

in number, 9î' = 9î[zi, • • • , z„], and we proceed by induction, observing that

the lemma is trivial if ra=l. We assume it proved for ra —1 variables. Sup-

pose, then, that gG(/i, • • • , /»), g=XXi*<(zi, • ' ■ . z„)/i(z¿). Since /„(z„)

is monic of degree kn, we may assume each hi to be of degree less than

*„ in z„ (1 úi un — 1). Since g is of degree less than kn in zn, it fol-

lows that *„(zi, • • ■ , zn)=0. Now write g=52gixni, hi=52^nxni, where

gi, *¿,G9í[zi, • • • , Zn-i]. Then 52igixn>=52iXn'52<-îhafi' <?j=XX»/<. bY in-
duction assumption g, = 0, hence g = 0.

As stated at the beginning of this section 9Î is assumed complete and of

arbitrary characteristic, P is of characteristic p. Moreover we assume that P

is imperfect, for otherwise the statements which follow are vacuously true.

The symbols P, 2, PC1), P&, ■ • • will always denote the residue fields of the

respective generalized local rings 9Î, ©, 9î(1), 9J*, • • • .

Lemma 11. £e/ 9Î be a complete local ring such that P is imperfect, and let

r = {yr} be a p-basisfor P; let cT tra 9Î be such that cr =yT. Then 9Î can be extended

to a complete local ring 9ti, unramified with respect to 9f, with residue field P^-1',

and containing a pth root of every cT.

Proof. Let 9î' = 9Î [ {zT} ], where the zT are independent indeterminates over

9Î in 1-1 correspondence with the cT. Let 9Î" be the residue class ring of 9Î'

with respect to the ideal generated by all the polynomials zTp — cT. Lemma 10

implies that 9Î" contains a subring isomorphic to 9f and we identify this sub-

ring with 9Î. If aT is the residue class of zT, then ÍÜ" = ^ft[{aT\], aTp = cT.

If {ai, • • • ,an} is any finite set of the aT, then 9í(n) = 9t [di, • • • , an] is a

local ring u.w.r.t. 9Î and with residue field P(") = P(71p(-1>, • • •, ynpi~x)). This

is trivial for ra = 0, and we assume it proved for ra —1. Then 9?<n) = 9î(n_1>[an],

and we apply Lemma 4 of Part I. The element an is a root of zp — cn, but (by

Lemma 10) of no equation of lower degree. Moreover zp — cn = zp—yn is irre-

ducible over P<»-», for otherwise ynpl~x) GP(n-1> = P(Yip(-1), • • • , 7n-ip<_1>),

7nGP(7i. • • • i 7»-i), [Pp(Ti. • • • . 7»):Pp] ^pn~l, contradicting condition

(a) in the definition of a /»-basis. Lemma 4 now implies that 9î(n) is a local ring

u.w.r.t. 9ft"-», and P<">=P<"-»[a»] = P(—» [ynp(-X)] = T-(yip<--x\ ■ ■ -.T»»«-").

Since 9f("_1) is u.w.r.t. 9Î, so is '¡R<-n), by the transitivity of this relation.

Thus every ring 9Î [aH, ■ • - , aTn] is a local ring u.w.r.t. 9Î and with residue

field T(yT1p<-~x\ ■ • • , 7t„p(-1>); here {an, ■ : • , fl,J is any finite subset of

{ût}. It is also clear that such a ring is u.w.r.t. 9î[aT1, • • • , aTm] if m <ra. We

now apply Lemma 3 with these rings as the 9îa and with 9Î" as ©. Thus

9Î" is a generalized local ring, u.w.r.t. 9Î and having residue field P"

_p(T>£-») =P*<-i>. If 9Î! is the completion of 9Î", then the lemma is proved,

in view of Theorems 2 and 3.

Lemma 12. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 11, 9Î can be extended to a com-
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plete local ring ©, u.w.r.t. dt, with residue field 2 = pp(-°°>; moreover cT will be

the multiplicative representative in © of yT.

Proof. The ring dti of Lemma 11 satisfies the same conditions as dt; a

/»-basis for Pi is rp(_1) = {yTp(~l)} ; the element(16) flT = cTp<_1) maps into

7tp(_1). The application of Lemma 11 to dti yields a complete local ring

dti, u.w.r.t. dti (and hence u.w.r.t. dt also), P2 = Pip<-1> = Pp<-2\ and dti con-

tains a pth root(16) c,p(~2) of cTp(_1). Continuing in this way, a sequence

UÎCSîiC^C • ■ ■ GdtkC • • • is obtained in which dtk is a complete local
ring u.w.r.t. all preceding dti and dt, Yk = Yp<-~k), dtk contains cTp(-~k), whose

residue is yTp(~k). If ©0 is the union of all the dtk, then by Lemma 3, ©o is

a generalized local ring, u.w.r.t. dt. If © is the completion of ©o, then by

Theorems 2 and 3, © is a local ring which is u.w.r.t. dt. Moreover, the residue

field 2 = 2o=UiPjfc = P!,c-oc). Clearly © contains cTp("k) for all k, and so cT is

the multiplicative representative of yT.

For the applications of Lemma 12 it is necessary to observe that we have

actually proved it in the following more precise form :

Let B be a homomorphism of dt modulo m on a field P, and let 2 be the

minimal perfect extension of P. Then dt can be extended to a complete local

ring ©, u.w.r.t. dt, and B can be extended to a homomorphism of ©■ (mod-

ulo 2R) on 2.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 9; we consider namely, the

case where dt and P are both of characteristic p, and P is imperfect.

Since the complete local ring © of Lemma 12 has a perfect residue field

2, the set 5 of all multiplicative representatives in © of elements of 2 is a

coefficient field in ©. Let R be the subfield of S which corresponds to P.

Then Theorem 9 is proved if it can be shown that R^dt. Hence suppose a£i?;

then for a fixed k, äGP = PpW(r) (Lemma 9), and ä*<-*>eP(r*<-*>). Hence

there is an ak in dt[{cTp<--k)} ] such that dk = âpÇ~k). Thus dk= [ap(-*)],

a4 = apt-*)($rj£), fljK«=o(SR"«). Thus a = lim a*"<*>; since a**»£&**> [{cT} ]

Qdt, and since dt is complete, hence closed in ©, it follows that a£3î, as was

to be proved.

The demonstration of Theorem 9 is now complete in all cases. A more com-

plete statement can be made as follows:

Theorem 10. Let R be the coefficient field referred to in Theorem 9. Then:

(a) If P is of characteristic zero, R may be chosen as any maximal subfield

of dt; it is unique if Y^is absolutely algebraic, and may be selected in infinitely

many ways otherwise.

(b) If P is of characteristic p and is perfect, then R is unique and consists of

(16) Since SR need not be of characteristic p, pth roots need not be unique and it may seem

that the notation cT''(_t) is ambiguous. However the method of construction of SRt selects one

of the pkÛ\ roots of c, so that it is, in fact, a pth root of ci-p(_*+1).
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the multiplicative representatives of the elements of P; £ contains every perfect

subfield of 9t.
(c) If P is of characteristic p and is imperfect, then R may be chosen in

infinitely many ways ; it must contain every perfect subfield of 9Î ; but a maximal

subfield of 9Î need not be a coefficient field even though it contains the largest

perfect subfield of 9Î.

Proof. Parts (a) and (b) have been proved. We consider the case where P

is imperfect. Let £ be any coefficient field in 9Î and £ any perfect subfield

of dt. If. £ maps onto the subfield $ of P, let £' be the subfield of £ corre-

sponding to í>. By Lemma 7, £and £' consist of the multiplicative representa-

tives of the residues of their elements, and these residues are in both cases the

elements of <£; hence £=£'Ç£. The maximal perfect subfield of 9Í is thus

the same as the maximal perfect subfield of £, namely £pC°0), which is there-

fore independent of the particular coefficient field chosen.

The particular coefficient field £ constructed in the proof of Theorem 9

is such that (by Lemma 12) it must contain every cr. But in the choice of cT

there was considerable arbitrariness since it was required only that cr = yT

(Lemma 11). Let dT be another element of 9Î having the residue yT; then there

is a coefficient field £' containing dT. Naturally £ ¿¿R' since cT—dr is a non-

unit. Obviously this method will yield infinitely many distinct coefficient

fields.
Let £ be the maximal perfect subfield of 9Î. For a fixed t, let d = cTp+Ui

(«i is an element in a minimal basis of m). Since d = yTp, which is transcenden-

tal over £p<°°>, F[d]r\m = (0), so that 9Î contains the quotient field F(d) and

hence contains also a maximal field £' containing F(d). We assert that £' is

not a coefficient field. For if it were, then, being isomorphic to P, it would

contain an element a such that ap = d. So d = yT, a = cT(m), d = ap = cTp(mp),

wiGmp, which is false. The last statement is thereby proved.

This last statement may be illustrated by an example, which shows also

that even a "natural" subfield of 9Î need not be extendable to a coefficient

field. Let A be an imperfect field, a an element of A having no pth root in A.

In the polynomial ring A [z] the ideal (zp — a) is prime; form the quotient ring

of A[z] with respect to (zp — a) and let 9Î be the completion of this quotient

ring. Then P=A(ap(_1)), and since a^zp(mp), it follows easily, as in the above

proof, that a is not contained in a coefficient field in 9î. Hence A is not con-

tained in any such field, although A would seem to have an intrinsic connec-

tion with 9Î.

Corollary. Let 9t and © be two complete local rings such that 9ÎÇ© and

¡ïft^gî = m; let R and S be respective coefficient fields in 9Î and ©. If P is perfect,

then R and S may be selected so that £Ç5. If P is imperfect, then R and S cannot

always be so selected.

Proof. Since 9)2091 = m, we have PÇ2. If P is of characteristic zero, let £
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be any coefficient field in dt; then R is contained in some maximal subfield S

of ©. If P is of characteristic p and perfect, then so is the (uniquely deter-

mined) coefficient field R in dt, and R is contained in any coefficient field in @,

by (b) and (c).
To show the truth of the last statement, consider the example preceding

the corollary. Let A' be the smallest perfect extension of A, and let a = ap,

a£A'. Let 9îo and ©o be the quotient rings of A[z] and A'[z] with respect to

(zp—a) and iz—a) respectively. Then 9îoC©o and ©0 is concordant with dto,

hence RCZS, where dt and © are the completions. Now 2 is isomorphic to A',

which is perfect, and hence A' is the only coefficient field in @, by (b). But A'

can contain no coefficient field R of dt, for if it did, then a£i?, which we have

seen to be impossible.

6. The unequal-characteristic case. Throughout this section dt will always

be a complete local ring whose residue field P has characteristic p. The char-

acteristic of dt may be either zero or a power of p. If it is p itself then we have

Case (b) of §4, and Theorem 11 will imply a proof of Theorem 9 for Case (b).

The proof given in the previous section, however, was far simpler than that

of Theorem 11. In any case there is little duplication since the lemmas of the

previous section are needed in the present one.

The essential feature here will be the imbedding in dt oî a "coefficient

ring" by analogy with the imbedding of the residue field in the equal charac-

teristic case. This ring will be obtained from a complete, discrete, unramified

valuation ring of characteristic zero with residue field of characteristic p. Such

rings (referred to hereafter simply as v-rings) may be characterized as complete

local rings which are of characteristic zero and have no zero-divisors and in which

the maximal ideal is generated by an ordinary prime number p. For if 33 is a

local ring of this description, then every a in S3 is of the form epk where e

is a unit, k = 0. Defining via) =k we have a discrete valuation of 33 in which

33 is complete; if v is extended to the quotient field of 93, then 33 is the valua-

tion ring. Since vip) = 1 it follows that the residue field is of characteristic p

and that 33 is unramified ; thus 33 is a u-ring. Conversely, it is obvious that a

»-ring is always a local ring of this type.

We shall make use of the following lemma :

Lemma 13. If P is an arbitrary field of characteristic p, then there exists a

v-ring 33 with a residue field isomorphic to P.

This fundamental existence theorem is due to Hasse and Schmidt [3,

Theorem 20, p. 63]. A particularly simple proof was given by MacLane [9,

Theorem 2].

The imbedding theorem can now be proved:

Theorem 11. Let dt be a complete local ring with residue field P of charac-

teristic p. Then dt is concordant with a certain subring which is the homomorphic

map of a v-ring and which has P as residue field.
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Proof. To begin with, suppose there is given a p-ring 35 and a homomor-

phism £ of 25 on a subring £ of 9Î. Then £ is a complete local ring whose maxi-

mal ideal is generated by the element p (that is, by the /»-fold of the identity

of 9Í). If 9t has characteristic zero, then £ is an isomorphism; if it has charac-

teristic p, then £ is isomorphic to the residue field of S3; if the characteristic

is pk (*>1), then (R-p)k=(0), so that the topology of £ is discrete—and

hence the completeness trivial. In any case the maximal ideal Rp of £ is

contained in m (the maximal ideal of 9Î), so that

mP\£ = Rp.

It follows from Theorem 6 that 9Î is concordant with £. Thus if a subring £

of 9Î is the map of a fl-ring, then it is necessarily concordant with 9Î. The

residue field of £ may then be considered a subfield of P, and the theorem

states that £ can be so selected that this residue field is P itself.

We now proceed to the construction and assume first that P is perfect.

According to Lemma 13, there exists a z/-ring iß with residue field =P;

thus there is a homomorphism A of 93 on P with kernel 23/». The ring 93

contains the ring $ of ordinary integers and we can map 5 by a homomor-

phism £ on the ring / generated in 9Î by the identity. If B denotes the natural

mapping of 9t on P, then both A and ££ map 3 on the prime subfield Po

of P. Since a prime field has no automorphisms, A and ££ must be equal on S\

The quotient ring(11) of 3 with respect to the prime ideal $-p is a local ring

which is concordant with 93 (by Theorem 6) and its closure in 93 is clearly a

»-ring 95o which is concordant with 93. (In fact 93 is unramified with respect

to 93o-) Similarly the quotient ring of / with respect to Ip is concordant

with 9Î and so is its closure £o. Now it is clearly possible to extend £ to a

mapping of the one quotient ring on the other, and thence by continuity to a

mapping of 93o on £o; this last extension is possible because £o is complete.

We thus have a D-ring 93o in 93 and a mapping £ of 93o on a subring £0

of 9Î; the mappings A and ££ coincide on 93o and map it onto the prime sub-

field Po of P.
LetH= {rjr} be a transcendence basis for P over P0—that is, a set of ele-

ments of P which are algebraically independent over P0 and such that P is

algebraic over P0(H). Since P is perfect it contains all roots inTpl--k'> and hence

also the subfield Pi = P0(Hp(-M)) generated by these roots. The subfield Pi is

perfect and so P is separable over Pi.

It follows from Lemma 7 that since P is perfect each rjT has a multiplica-

tive representative vT in 93 and a multiplicative representative y, in 9Î. More-

over each r)Tp<-~k) has a multiplicative representative v in 93, and by Lemma 8,

vpW=vT, so that we may denote the multiplicative representative of r\rp{~k)

in 93 by vTpl~k). Similarly the representative of r¡Tp<--k) in 9Î is denoted by

yTp<-*>. Let F={yT}, V={vr).

Now the elements vT are algebraically independent over 93o. For if/( V) = 0,
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where/ is a polynomial with coefficients in 33o, then we may assume (since 33

has no zero-divisors) that at least one coefficient is not divisible by p, hence

is a unit. Mapping this relation by A into P, we would get an algebraic rela-

tion among the t)r over P0. Thus the vT are independent. Hence the mapping

F can be extended toa homomorphism of 33o[F] on F0[F] such that vTT=yT.

We assert that

(19) mHRo[Y] = Ro[Y]p,      Wp n 33o[F] = 93o[F]-?.

For if g(F)£m, where g is a polynomial with coefficients in Ro, then all co-

efficients must be divisible by p; namely, if they are not then mapping by B

into P gives an algebraic relation among the r¡T. Similarly for the other rela-

tion.

In the same way we proceed with the elements of Hp(-1) = {i7Tp(_l)}. They

also form a transcendence basis for P over P0. Hence as above we may extend

F to a mapping of %0[Vp(-»] on R0[YP<-»] such that vrpl-1)T=yTp^K It

is clear that, these two extensions of F agree on 33o[F]. Continuing in this

way we extend F to a mapping of 33' on R', where 33' is the union of the rings

33o[Fp(_A:)] for all k, and similarly for R'. From (19) and analogous relations

for F0[Fp(-*>] and 33o[Fp<-i:)], we conclude that

mr\R' = R'p,      33-/» C\ 33' = 33'-/»,

so that dt and 33 contain the quotient rings R" and 33" of R' and 33' with re-

spect to R'-p and S3'-£ respectively. In the mapping Fof 33' on R' the ideals

33'•£ and R'-p correspond, and therefore F can be extended to a mapping

of 33" on R". Now 33" and R" are local rings concordant with 33 and dt

respectively. If 33i and i?i denote their closures in 33 and dt, then 33i is a »-ring,

i?i is complete, and so, finally, F can be extended by continuity to a mapping

of 93i on Ri.

At this point we have: 33i is a v-ring in 33, and F is a homomorphism of 93i

into dt ; the mappings A and TB of 33i on Pi coincide. (This last statement fol-

lows from the method of construction of F.)

Consider now the set E oí all pairs (33„, T„), where 33* is a »-ring such

that 23iÇ33<,Ç|23, and F„ is a homomorphism of 33» into dt such that F„= T

on 93i and A = T„B on 33,,. Let (33„, Fa)-<(33P, Fp) be defined to mean that

33<rÇ:33p, and that T„ is an extension of F„; thus F is a partially ordered set.

We wish to apply Zorn's Lemma to this set and must verify that every simply

ordered subset E' of E has an upper bound in E. Consider all those 33P such

that (S3p, Fp)e£'. (Note that if also (33„ T,)GE', and 33P= 33„, then TP=TC,
since E' is simply ordered.) Then {23P} is a set which is simply ordered

by inclusion, and each S3„ is certainly unramified with respect to each 33„

in this set which precedes it; we may assume that (33i, F)£F'. By Lemma 3

(§3), it follows that the union 33* of all these 33P is a generalized local ring

(it is, in fact, a local ring, but not complete in general) with maximal ideal
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93* -p. Evidently 93 is unramified with respect to 93*, and therefore the closure

93t of 93* in 93 is the completion of 93*; hence 93r is a »-ring. If 93PC93„, then

£<r is an extension of T„, so that there is a mapping £* of 93* into 9Î such

that £* is an extension of each £„, and A = T*B on 93*. Finally £* can be

extended to a mapping £T of 93r by continuity, since 9Î is complete, and

A = TTB on 93r- Thus (93T) TT) is an upper bound of £' in £.

Zorn's Lemma implies the existence of a maximal pair (93u, TJ) in £. We

assert that 93u=93. For suppose that 93a. C 93 properly. It follows from the

corollary to Theorem 8 that P„CP properly, where PM= 93u^4. Since 931Ç93»,

PiÇPw and P is separably algebraic over PM.

Let a be in P but not in P„, let <p(z) be the irreducible monic polynomial

over PM of which a is a root. Let f(z) be a monic polynomial over 93*) of the

same degree as <p(z), and whose coefficients map into those of <p(z). Let g(z)

be the polynomial over 9t which corresponds to/(z) under Ta; then g(z) maps

under B onto 4>(z), since A = TaB. By Hensel's Lemma (Theorem 4) there is

an element a in 93 such that f(a) = 0 and an element c in 9Î such that g(c) =0,

and aA=cB=a. (The details are as in the proof of Theorem 9.) Then Ta

can be extended to a mapping TJ of 23J = 23„[a] into 9Í such that aTJ =c.

By Lemma 4, 23,»' is again a »-ring, and clearly A — TJ B. Hence (93</, TJ ) is in

the set £ and properly follows (93u, TJ). Since this pair was maximal, there

is a contradiction, and 93u = 2?.

Thus 93 is mapped homomorphically in 9Î, and the proof is complete for

the case that P is perfect.

It will be observed that the proof we have given yields also the following,

at least for perfect residue fields:

Corollary 1. Let 'Oft be a complete local ring, B the natural mapping of 9Î

on its residue field P, assumed to be of characteristic p. Let 93 be a v-ring and A

a homomorphism of 93 on P with kernel 93 • p. Then there is a homomorphism T

of % in'ft such that A = ££.

We now turn to the case where P t'j not perfect. We wish to include a proof

of the corollary as well. Hence let 93 be any »-ring satisfying the hypothesis

of the corollary. That at least one such ring exists is implied by Lemma 13.

If the required mapping can be found then also the theorem will be proved.

Let r= {7,.} be a /»-basis of P; let cT in 9t and wT in 23 be such that

cTB=wTA =7r. By Lemma 12, 9Î is contained in a complete local ring © with

residue field 2 equal to the smallest perfect field containing P, and cr is the

multiplicative representative in © of y,. Moreover B is extended to a mapping

of © on 2. Similarly, 23 can be extended to a complete local ring 2B u.w.r.t. 93,

and A can be extended to a mapping of 2B on 2 with kernel 2B-/»; wT will be

the multiplicative representative of yT in 2B.It is immediate that 28 is a »-ring.

Since the residue field 2 is perfect, it follows from the corollary that there

is a homomorphism £ of 2B into © such that A = TB on 2B. Necessarily
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wTT=cT since wT and cT are both multiplicative representatives of yT. Namely,

wTA=yr, hence iwrT)B = yT, and wTT= (wTpl~k)T)pW is a pkth power in ©;

thus the multiplicative representative of y, in © is wTT. Hence this must

equal cr.

If it can now be proved that F maps the subring 93 into dt, then the proof

is complete. So let v be an arbitrary element of 33; we shall show that vT is

in dt. Since dt is complete, hence closed in ©, it is sufficient to find a sequence

of elements a* in dt such that vT = ak(dRk) (k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ), where SDÎ is the

maximal ideal of ©.

Since »£93, we have ».4£P, »F.B£P; since dtB = Y, there is an «i in dt

such that ai=vT(dfl). We now proceed by induction to define ak+i. Since

vA £P = Pp(i:)(P) (Lemma 9), vA =$(r), where <j> is a polynomial with coeffi-

cients ßpW, 0£P. Replacing each ß by an element b in 93 such that bA =ß,

we get »=/(IF)(93-£)> where/ is a polynomial with coefficients bpM, 2>£93,

and IF= {wT}. Thus

» = /(IF) + up,       « £ 93.

For each b there is a bi in $R such that bT^biÇUl) hence (¿>F)P<« ^^(SÛ?**1)-

Replacing each coefficient bpW of/ by bipW, we get a polynomial g over 9Î

such that
f(W)T m giOim^),

where C= {cT}. By induction assumption there is a Uk in dt such that

uT = Mi(SDî*).

Combining the last three congruences we obtain

vT m g(C) + Ukp(dJlk+1).

We may take the right-hand side to be a*+i, since it is in dt, and thus the in-

duction is complete.

Theorem 11 and Corollary 1 are now completely proved.

Corollary 2. Given two v-rings 93 and 9B with an isomorphism between their

residue fields, there is an isomorphism of 93 with 9B which preserves the mapping

of the residue fields.

This follows from Corollary 1 together with the corollary to Theorem 8.

Corollary 2 is one of the fundamental uniqueness theorems of Hasse and

Schmidt [3, Theorem 19, p. 63] for valuation rings. The simplest proof of this

result is due to MacLane [9, Theorem 8, Corollary l], and our proof of Theo-

rem 11 is essentially a generalization of this proof of MacLane's. If one is

dealing only with »-rings, then the use of g.l.r.'s can be avoided because of the

evident fact that a g.l.r. whose maximal ideal is principal is a local ring.

Corollary 3. A complete local ring whose maximal ideal is generated by the
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prime number p is a homomorphic map of a v-ring with the same residue field.

Theorem 12. Let ft be a complete local ring with residue field P of charac-

teristic p. If the maximal ideal m of ft has a minimal basis of ra elements then ft

is a homomorphic image of a formal power series ring © in n indeterminates

over a v-ring whose residue field is P. If pféO(m2), then © may be taken as a

ring in only ra — 1 indeterminates.

Proof. There exists, by Theorem 11, a »-ring 23 with residue field P, and

a homomorphism £ of 23 on a subring £ of 9Î.

Let m = ft(ux, • ■ • , un)- Since £ contains at least one representative of

every residue class in P, it can be proved exactly as in Theorem 9 that 9Î is

the closure of £ \u\, • ■ • , «,]. Now £ can be extended to a homomorphism of

23 [xi, • ■ ■ , x„] (where Xi, • • • , x„ are indeterminates) on R[ux, • • • , «„],

and thence by continuity to a mapping of 23 {xi, ■ • • , x„} on 9Î.

If />^0(m2), then p may be taken as an element in a minimal basis, say

w„ = />. Then £[wi, • • • , w„]=£[wi, • • • , w„_i], 23[xi, • • • , x„_i] can be

mapped on this ring, and the mapping extended to 23{xi, • • • , x„_i}.

Theorem 13. Let R be the subring referred to in Theorem 11. £*era £ is

uniquely determined if P is perfect or if m = ft-p. Otherwise, infinitely many

choices are available for R. If © is a complete local ring containing ft and con-

cordant with it, then any corresponding subring S of © contains R, provided P

is perfect.

Proof. £ is a complete local ring with maximal ideal Rp and residue

field P. If P is perfect, then the multiplicative representatives of elements

of P lie in £. It is then easy to see that £ consists precisely of the sums of all

"power series" 52t-oakpk, where a* is a multiplicative representative. Since

£ is thereby characterized within 9i in an invariant way, it is uniquely deter-

mined. If © contains and is concordant with 9Î, then 2]3P, and if 5 is a sub-

ring of © which is the map of a »-ring, then 5 is complete and has 2 as residue

field. Hence 5 contains multiplicative representatives for elements of P, so S

contains all quantities 52a*Pk—tnat is> S~DR.

If P is not perfect, we proceed as in Theorem 10. By the construction in

Theorem 11, the subring £ contains each cT. But cT was any representative

of yT in 9Î. Now if d is a non-unit of 9Î which is not in ftp, then we may re-

place cT by Cr+bd (&G9Î), and there is a ring£ containing cT+bd. But £ can-

not contain also cT+b'd if bjáb'(m), for if it did, then (b-b')d^R-pQft-p,

¿G9Î-/», a contradiction. Since infinitely many incongruent values of b are

available, the statement is proved.

If m = ft-p, then, of course, £ must equal 9Î and hence is unique.

Definition. If the local ring 9? contains a ring £ which is either a »-ring or

a field and which maps modulo m on the entire residue field of 9Î, then £ is

said to be a coefficient ring in 9Î.
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A coefficient field (as defined in §4) is a coefficient ring, and a coefficient

ring which happens to be a field is a coefficient field. We have thus proved

that every complete local ring not of characteristic pk (k >1) contains a co-

efficient ring. Moreover the ring of all formal power series over a »-ring (or a

field) has this »-ring (or field) as a coefficient ring.

Part III

7. Regular local rings. As usual, let dt denote a local ring, m its maximal

ideal, {ui, u2, ■ ■ ■ , Un} a minimal basis for m.

Definition. The local ring dt is said to be regular^) if for every positive

integer k and for every form <p (in « variables) of degree k whose coefficients

are in dt but not all in m, it is true that

<p(ui, ■ ■■ , Un) ^ 0(m*+1).

In order that dt be a regular local ring it is clearly sufficient that

<b(ui, ■ ■ ■ , un) 9* 0

for any form <f> oí the above description.

The following statements are easily proved: In view of Lemma 2 the

criterion for a local ring dt to be regular does not depend on the particular

minimal basis. If the condition of the definition is satisfied for an arbitrary

basis of m, then this basis is necessarily minimal and the local ring is regular.

If, in the regular local ring dt, a is exactly divisible by mh-—that is, ii a = 0(mh),

a^0(mh+l)—and if b is exactly divisible by m*, then ab is exactly divisible

by mh+k. Hence a regular local ring has no zero-divisors. The completion of a

regular local ring is also regular (following from equation (3) of Theorem 2).

In the proof of the next theorem we make use of the remarks at th*e end of

§1. First, however, we need a lemma, which is of some interest in itself.

Lemma 14. Let dt be a commutative ring with identity element, dt' = dt[z],

where z is an indeterminate. If a and b are ideals in dt, then

dt'-(ar\b) =dt'ar\dt'-b,       dt'ar\dt = a.

If q is primary with associated prime p, then dt'■ q is primary with dt' • p as its

prime. If f(z) is a zero-divisor in dt' then there exists an element c 9^0 in dt such

thatcf(z)=0(").

Proof. Since the elements of dt'a are those and only those of the form

Ea*z*> a*£a. the first statement is trivial.

Clearly dt'• q^dt' ■ p and a power of every element of dt' p is in dt'■ q. It

remains to show that/(z)g(z)£9F-q, /(z)£9î'-l> implies g(z) £9t'-q. Let

/(z) =Ea)z'> g(z)=E&íz' (fli, OjEdt), and suppose that a0, ah - ■ ■ , am_i£p,

(17) A direct proof of this last statement was given by McCoy [10, Theorem 2].
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«m G p. If tt = 9t(oo, ax, • ■ ■ , am-x) then a*Çq for some *; placing qi=q:ak~i

(t = 0, 1, • ■ • , *), we have aq¡Cql+i, qo = 9î, qt = q. Proceeding by induction

we assume gG9î' • qv and prove gG9i' ■ q¿+i. If it is not, let bn be the first b¡ not

in qi+i. For the coefficient of zm+n in fg we have

• • • + am-ifin+i + ambn + am+ibn-i + • • • G q.+i.

All terms following ambn are in q,+i; so are those preceding it since gG9f'-q<

implies b,-Gq¿, and aq;Gq<+i. Thusöm&nGq;+i, which is impossible since amGp,

¿>„Gq¡+i.
For the last statement we may assume that the basis theorem holds in 9Î.

For if it does not, suppose fg = 0, gG9î', g^O. If 9tiis the smallest subring of 91

containing the identity and the coefficients of/and g, then /is a zero-divisor

in 9?i[z]. Since the basis theorem holds in 9îi, our assumption is justified.

Let (0) = qiP\ • ■ • (~^qa be an irredundant primary decomposition of (0)

in 9Î, and let pi be the associated prime ideal of q,. The first part of the

lemma implies that (0) = 9i' • qi^ • • ■ r\ft' ■ q„ is an irredundant primary de-

composition of (0) in 9i', and so 9Î' • pi, • • • , ft' ■ ps are the prime ideals of (0).

Now if / is a zero-divisor, then (0) : (f) 9e (0), so that/ is in some ft' -pi. Thus

the coefficients of / are in p< and are annihilated by a single element c.

Theorem 14. A necessary and sufficient condition that the local ring ft be

regular is that its dimension be equal to the number of elements in a minimal basis

of its maximal ideal. In any case the dimension can be at most this number.

Proof. Let m=(«i, • ■ • , un) and assume this basis is minimal. By the

theorem of Krull quoted in §1 the dimension of 9Î is at most ra.

Assume first that 9i is regular; then we prove that the ideals (0) and

(mi, «2, •* • • , Ui), i= 1, ■ ■ ■ , ra, give a chain of ra + 1 prime ideals, so that the

dimension of 9Î is at least ra. Observing that this is trivial for ra= 1 we proceed

by induction. Let 9î' = 9?/(wi); if m' is the maximal ideal of the local ring 9Î',

then m' = ft'-(u2, ■ ■ • , uj) and this basis is minimal (dashes indicate resi-

due classes mod (wi)). Now ft' is regular, for suppose that <p' is a form of

degree * in ra —1 letters with coefficients in ft' but not all in m', and that

4>'(uí, • • • , m„') = 0. If <p is the form of degree * obtained by replacing each

coefficient of <p' by one of its representatives in 9Î, then <p(ui, ■ ■ ■ , un) = a«i,

cG9t. If aGm*-1, a = \p(ui, • ■ ■ , un), where \p is a form of degree * —1, then

4>(uí, ■ • • , u„) —Uxd/(ux, ■ ■ ■ , un) = 0. But this is impossible since 9Î is regular

and not all the coefficients of <p — u^p (as a form of degree *) are in tn. Hence

if a is exactly divisible by m\ then h<k — l; writing a = \p(ux, • • ■ , u„), where

dj is of degree *, we have Uxip(ux, ■ • ■ , w„)Gm''+2. Since 9Î is regular the co-

efficients of \p must be in m, implying aÇzmh+x. This contradiction shows that

9i' is regular, so that (0) and (u{, ■ ■ ■ , u[), i = 2, • ■ • , n, give a chain of ra

prime ideals by the induction hypothesis. Hence (ux, Ui, • • • , ut), t=l, 2,

• ■ • , ra, are prime.
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Assume now that dt is of dimension «. Suppose ^ is a form of degree k

over dt such that \p(ui, • • • , un) = 0. If a is the coefficient of Uik, then

auik £ (uí, ■ ■ • , Un).

If o£m, then Mil£(«2, • • ■ , un). Then if p is any minimal prime ideal of

(u2, ■ • ■ , un), then «i£p, p = m. But by Krull's theorem the rank of p is at

most M —1, whereas m has been assumed of rank«. Hence a£m* We now show

that every coefficient of ip is in m.

Let Mí=E"-ic»'¿í'í> where Cij£9î, |c,-,-| £m; then m=(»i, ••-,»«) (Lemma

2). Substituting in \p(u) = 0, we obtain

tp(ui, ••-,«„)= <¿>(»i, •••,»»)= 0.

Here <b is a form of degree & in which the coefficient of »i* is \p(cu, • • ■ , c„i).

By what has just been proved, this coefficient is in m. Hence if $ is the form

obtained by reducing the coefficients of \p mod m, then ¡¡/(en, ■ ■ ■ , cni) = 0.

This is true for all constants c~u, • • ■ , cni in P, for if at least one Cn5¿0, we can

find a matrix (c</) such that | c,,| £m. If, now, the residue field P has infinitely

many elements, then every coefficient of \p is zero, hence every coefficient of \p

is in m, as was to be proved. The proof is thus complete if P is infinite.

If P is finite, let 9î' = 9î[z] where z is an indeterminate. By Lemma 14

every zero-divisor in dt' has coefficients which are all zero-divisors and hence

is in dt'-m. Thus we may form the quotient ring dt" of dt' with respect to

dt'-m (which is prime by Lemma 14). The ring dt" will be a local ring with

maximal ideal dt"-m = dt"■ (uu ■ ■ ■ , un), and so the dimension of dt" is at

most «. Since dt is of dimension «, there exists a chain of prime ideals

m D p„_i D p„_2 D • • • D Po.

By Lemma 14 and the known properties of quotient rings(u) the chain

dt"m D dt"-Pn-i D dt"-Pn-2 D ■ ■ ■ D dt"-p0

consists of distinct prime ideals, and 9Î" is thus exactly of dimension « ; more-

over the above basis of dt" -m is minimal. But the residue field of dt" is infi-

nite (for it is a simple transcendental extension of P) and hence dt" is regular.

Since dt" -m and m have the same minimal basis, and since dt" -mi^dt = m, it

follows that also dt is regular.

Corollary. If dt is a regular local ring and m=(«i, • • ■ , un) then for

¿=1,2, • • -, « the ideal (ui, • ■ ■ , ui) is prime of rank i and dimension n—i,

and dt/(ui, • ■ • , ui) is a regular local ring.

Proof. From the induction at the beginning of the proof of the theorem

it follows that dt/(u\, ■ ■ ■ , ui) is a regular local ring of dimension n — i; hence

(«i, • • • , ui) is prime of dimension n — i. The rank of this ideal is at least i,

and it cannot be more since the dimension of dt is ■».
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We have here tacitly made use of the following remarks:

// a and b are ideals in the local ring ft, aÇ6, then the dimension of b in ft

is equal to the dimension of b/a in ft/a. In particular, the dimension of a is

equal to the dimension of the ring ft /a.

This follows immediately from the 1-1 correspondence between the prime

ideals p in ft containing b and the prime ideals p/a in 9i/a containing b/a.

These remarl* will often be used in what follows.

Since a regular local ring 9Î has no zero-divisors, it must be of charac-

teristic zero or /». If it is of characteristic zero and its residue field P is of

characteristic /», then /> = 0(m). If />^0(m2), then ft is said to be unramified.

It will be convenient to call 9Î unramified also in the case where 9Î and P

have the same characteristic. If 9Î is unramified then so is its completion; this

follows from equation (3). Recalling the definition of "»-ring" given in the

previous section, we see that a »-ring is simply an unramified complete regular

local ring of dimension one whose characteristic is different from that of its resi-

due field.

Theorem 15. Let ft be a complete regular local ring of dimension ra, P its

residue Held. If ft and P have the same characteristic, then ft is isomorphic to

a formal power series ring over Y in n variables. If ft and P have different char-

acteristics and ft is unramified, then it is isomorphic to a formal power series

ring inn — 1 variables over a v-ring of residue field P(18). Conversely, such power

series rings are unramified complete regular local rings of dimension ra and of

residue field P.

Proof. We first consider the converse. If 23 is a »-ring, then by Lemma 5

(§4) the power series ring ©=23{xi, • • • , x„_i} is a complete local ring

with maximal ideal SD? = (*i, • • • , x„_i, /») and residue field equal to that of

23, and the indicated basis of 9Ji is minimal. It is clear that the ideals

(xi, Xi, • • • , Xi), i—1,2, • • ■ , ra — 1, are prime and so together with (0) and

5D? we have a chain of ra + 1 prime ideals. Theorem 14 implies that © is regu-

lar and of dimension ra. If the coefficient domain is a field then the proof is

similar.

For the first part of the theorem observe that the maximal ideal m of 9?

has a basis of ra elements: m= («i, ■ • ■ , «»)• By Theorems 9 and 12, 9Î is a

homomorphic map of one of the indicated power series rings ©. Since ft has

no zero-divisors the kernel of this homomorphism is a prime ideal p in ©,

and the dimension of p must equal that of 9Î, hence p has dimension w. But

it has just been shown that © has dimension ra. Thus p = (0) and the mapping

is an isomorphism.

The fact that the mapping is isomorphic can also be concluded directly

from the fact that 9Î is regular.

(") An example at the end of this section shows that no power series representation is in

general possible in the ramified case.
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Definition. A p-adic ring is an unramified complete regular local ring.

Corollary 1. Two p-adic rings having the same characteristic, dimension,

and residue field are isomorphic.

This follows from the theorem and from Corollary 2 of Theorem 11 (§6).

Corollary 2. Every complete local ring is the homomorphic map of a p-adic

ring.

This follows from Theorems 9 and 12 and the present theorem.

Corollary 3. A ramified complete regular local ring dt of dimension n is a

homomorphic image of an (n + 1)-dimensional p-adic ring © modulo the prime

principal ideal generated by an element of a minimal basis of the maximal ideal

of®.

Proof. By Theorem 14 the maximal ideal m of dt has a basis of n elements;

hence, byTheorems 12 and 15, dt is a homomorphic map of a£-adic ring ©of

dimension n + 1. The kernel p of this mapping is a prime ideal of dimension

«, hence must be a minimal prime ideal of ©. If SDt is the maximal ideal of @,

then 3X2 = («i, • ■ • , Mn+i). The maps of these mod p form a basis for m, hence

one of them—say the map of «n+i—is in the ideal generated by the rest. So

there exist elements ci, • • • , a„ in © such that un+i — aiui— ■ ■ ■ — a„«„£p.

This element may replace un+i in the basis for Wl hence by the corollary to

Theorem 14 it generates a prime ideal; since this ideal is contained in p, which

is minimal, the required conclusion follows.

Lemma 15. Let dtbea local ring of dimension r ( >0), a an ideal in dt of rank

not less than s, 0 ^s —r. Then there exists a minimal basis {ui, ■ ■ ■ , un} for m

such that (a, u,+i, • ■ • ,ur) is a primary ideal belonging to m. Moreover, if s >0,

this basis may be taken to include any prescribed element in a which is not in m2.

Proof. We recall that the rank of an ideal is the minimum of the ranks of

its associated prime ideals.

For each i (i = s, s + 1, ■ ■ ■ , r) we show the existence of a minimal basis

{xi, • • • , x„} of m such that (a, xJ+i, • • • , xi) is of rank not less than i and

xi is the prescribed element (if any) of a. For i = r this gives the desired con-

clusion. We proceed by induction, assuming the existence for some i,i<r (and

observing that it is trivial for i = s).

If (a, xs+i, • • -, xi) has rank greater than i, then so does (a, x,+i, ■ • •, x<+i),

and the induction argument is complete. Otherwise, let pi, • • • , p* be those

prime ideals of (a, x,+i, • • • , xi) which are of rank i. No one of them can con-

tain another, and since each is distinct from m (for i <r) none of them can con-

tain all the Xj. Thus for some m, xm£pi; renumber the p,- so that

xm£pi, • • • , pi, xm£pi+i, • • • , p* (1 £k Sh). For each/ = ^ + l, • • • , h let

m(j) be such that xm(,)£p,- and let c,- be in fli^pi but not in  p,-; then
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xm' =xm+Yjhj-k+icixm(j) is in none of pi, • ■ • , ph. Since m(j) j±m we still have

a basis for m if xm is replaced by xm', and since m^s + l, ■ ■ • , i, the ele-

ments x,+i, • • • , x,- are still present in the new basis. Since xJ is in no p,-,

(a, x,+i, ■ • • , x,-, xJ) has rank not less than t + 1. If xiGu, then mj^l, and so

xi is still present in the new basis. This completes the induction, if we imagine

the x's renumbered so that x¿ and x<+i are interchanged. This causes no diffi-

culty, except that the preferred role of xi is disturbed if ¿+1 = 1; however,

this can happen only if 5 = 0, in which case Xi plays no exceptional part.

Theorem 16. Let ft be a complete local ring; in the unequal-characteristic

case let it be assumed that ft-pis of rank one. Then ft is a unite module over a

subring fto which is a p-adic ring having the same characteristic, dimension, and

residue field as 9î(19).

iNote: The assumption on ftp is satisfied if p is not a zero-divisor.)

Proof. The hypothesis excludes the case of characteristic ph (* > 1), for in

that case ft-p would be in every prime ideal of (0), hence would be of rank

zero. Hence ft contains a coefficient ring £ (for definition, see end of Part II).

If 9î is of dimension r, let xi, • • ■ , xr be elements such that (xi, • ■ • , xr)

is a primary ideal belonging to m. The existence follows from Lemma 15, with

a=(0), 5 = 0. In the unequal-characteristic case we require in addition that

Xi = /» ; the existence follows from Lemma 15 with a = ftp, s=l. (If r = 0, then

m is nilpotent, and we have the equal-characteristic case; the ring £ is a field

and we take 9?o = £.) Then 9?o = £{xi, ■ ■ • , xr} is the required ring, by the

lemma which follows.

Lemma 16. Let ft be a complete local ring, R a coefficient ring in ft,

xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm any elements of the maximal ideal m such that iin the unequal-

characteristic case) xi = p. Then 9to = £{xi, • • • , xm} is a complete local ring

concordant with ft and having the same residue field, and its maximal ideal is

fto- (xi, • • • , xm). If ft- (xi, • ■ • , xm) ts a primary ideal belonging to m, then

ft is a finite fto-module. If, in addition, the dimension of ft is m, then fto is

p-adic and of dimension m.

(") This may be regarded as an analogue of E. Noether's well known "normalization theo-

rem," which states that if p is a prime ideal in a ring SR of polynomials (over a field), then 3î/p

contains a polynomial ring on which it is integrally dependent. That a corresponding statement

holds also when 3Î is a power series ring is implied by the present theorem, in view of Theorem

15. In the case where the coefficient field is infinite, the normalization theorem for power series

rings is not a new result (see Rückert [11, p. 266], Krull [5, Theorems 10, 12]). The indicated

theorems of Krull are not special cases of Theorem 16 since he considers power series rings in

infinitely many variables, but these two theorems can be deduced from ours and therefore hold

also for finite coefficient fields. Thus Theorem 15 in Krull [5 ] can be stated without exceptions.

In this connection, see Theorem 19 of the present paper. The quoted theorems of Krull require

the normalization theorem for finite coefficient fields in the polynomial case also; a proof in

this case can be found in Zariski [14, p. 506].
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Proof, dto consists of all "power series" c=^î„tfpk(xi, • • • , xm) where <pk

is a form over R of degree k in m variables. These series certainly converge

in dt, since dt is complete, and they form a ring. If <£o = 0, then c is clearly in

the ideal mo = 9îo• (xi, • • • ,xm). Hence if c£m0, then </>05^0 and, in fact, <po isa

unit in R, so that-—by the usual argument—c is a unit in dto- Thus mo is the

ideal of non-units in dto, mo = mn9îo, hence f)t-i™ok= (0). Thus dto is a gen-

eralized local ring and its residue field coincides with that of dt. The indicated

basis of mo need not be minimal. Now dto is complete; this follows easily from

the remark that if c£m0*, then c=<j>(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm)(mok+l), where 0 is a form

over R of degree k. Hence dto is a local ring (Theorem 3) and is concordant

with dt (Theorem 5).

If dt ■ (xi, • • • , xm) = dt ■ m0 is primary and belongs to m, then dt is a finite

9îo-module by Theorem 8. If dt has dimension m, then it contains a chain of

m + 1 prime ideals; the contractions of these to dto are distinct(20) and hence

9îo is of dimension at least m. By Theorem 14, dto is regular and of dimension

m. Finally, dto is unramified, for (in the unequal-characteristic case) p occurs

in a minimal basis of mo.

Lemma 17. Let dt and dto be complete local rings, dtoQdt, and let dt contain

an element x such that m = (x, 9î-mo) and for some integer k — 1,

x*£9î-m0,       x^Gfô-mo.

If the two rings have the same residue field, then dt = dto [x ], and x satisfies over dto

a monic equation of degree k all of whose coefficients (except the first) are in mo.

Proof. It is clear that 3t-nto is primary for m and of exponent k. Let

q¡= (x>, 9?m0), ; = 0, 1, • ■ • , k.

Then these ideals are primary and

m = qi D q2 D • ■ ■ D q* = dtm0,

mqy-i Q q,-, q,-i = (s*-1, qj), j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k.

All these statements are obvious except that q,_i s*5 q,\ But if equality holds,

then xi-l=ax'(9î-mo)(a£9?), x'-1(l— ox)£9î-mo. Since 1—ax is a unit,

xi_,£3î-mo, which is impossible since/ —1 <k. These relations show that we

have a composition sequence(8) for 9î-mo. It follows from the proof of Theo-

rem 8 that the elements 1, x, • • • , x*~l form an 9î0-basis for dt. Then

dt = dto[x], and
x* = «ix*-1 + • ■ • + ak, ai £ dto.

If not every o< is in m0, then suppose aj>£mo, a,£mo for i = h + l, ■ ■ • , k

(lg/^F).Then

(20) Cohen and Seidenberg [2, Theorem 4]. For rings without zero-divisors the state-

ment would follow from Krull [5, Theorem 2].
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xk~h(xh — aixh~x — • • • — ah) G 9î-m0.

Now the right factor is not in m, hence is a unit, so x*_'G9î• nto- Since this is

impossible, each a.Gnto-

Definition. An Eisenstein polynomial over a local ring 9îo is a polynomial

zk+aizk~i+ ■ ■ ■ +ak, where a,Gm0, ¿=1, • • • , *, atGmo2. If 9î = 9îo[x], and

x is a root of an Eisenstein polynomial over 9îo, then ft is said to be an Eisen-

stein extension of fto.

A proof similar to that of the Eisenstein irreducibility criterion shows that

such a polynomial is irreducible over 9to-

Theorem 17. Any complete regular local ring ft is an Eisenstein extension

of a p-adic ring fto. An Eisenstein extension of any complete regular local ring

is a complete regular local ring of the same characteristic, dimension, and residue

field.

Proof. For the proof of the first statement, we naturally assume the un-

equal-characteristic case. From Lemma 15, with a = ftp, 5 = 1, we obtain a

minimal basis {ui, u2, • • • , ur\ for m such that 9Î- (/», u2, • ■ • , ur) is primary

for m ; here r is the dimension of 9Î. Let £ be a coefficient ring in 9Î. By Lemma

16, 9?o =£{/», u2, • • ■ , ur\ is a /»-adic ring having the same residue field as 9Î.

Moreover, mo=9?o(/», u2, ■ ■ • , uT), so that 9înto is primary for m and

m = («i, 9J-nto). If the exponent of 9î-m.o is *, then

(.20) Mi*G9í-mo,       «i*"1 GSR-mo;

Lemma 17 implies that 9î = 9îo [mi] and that Mi satisfies an equation

(21) Mi* + aiMi*-1 + • • • + ak = 0, a¿ G nto-

If OiGnioi then by (21)—and since a.Gnto—wÎGm-m0. Thus u\

= bp(u2, ■ ■ ■ , uT), with ¿>Gtn, so that b = cux(u2, • ■ ■ , ur), cG9t. Hence

Ux(uxk~x — cp)=0(ui, • - - , ur). Since ft ■ (Ui, ■ • • , ur) is a prime ideal not con-

taining Mi (Theorem 14, corollary), Mi*_1G9î- (/>, Ui, • ■ ■ , Mr)=9î-nto, con-

tradicting (20). Thus the proof is complete.

Suppose now that 9?o is any complete regular local ring of dimension r

and 9î = 9fo[x], where x satisfies the equation

2
(22) x* + axxk-x + ■ ■ • + ak = 0,        au • ■ ■ , ak G m0,        ak G m0.

As remarked above this equation is irreducible over 9îo, hence also over its

quotient field, since 9îo is integrally closed(21)- Hence 9Î is an integral domain

and by Theorem 7(22) is a complete local ring. If m is its maximal ideal,

then mn9to = m0, and by (22), x*G9î-m0Çm, xGm. Let {mi, • • • , uT] be a

(") Krull [7, Theorem 6] has proved that a regular local ring is integrally closed.

(22) It is not actually necessary to use Theorem 7 at this point. Namely, it can be proved

that an Eisenstein extension of any local ring is a local ring.
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minimal basis of mo, with Mi=a*. If c=E*-olc«*'(c>G9îo) is in m, then

c0£moÇ9î- (x,m2, ■ • •, wr), since by (22),«i£9î-x. Thusm = 9t-(x,M2, • • • ,ur).

Since dt is integral over dto, it has(23) dimension r, and by Theorem 14, dt is

regular. For c above we have c = co(m), hence the residue fields coincide.

Corollary. Let dt be a complete regular local ring of characteristic zero with

residue field of characteristic p. A necessary condition that dt be a ring of power

series over a complete discrete valuation ring is that p = eirk, where e is a unit in dt,

it an element of m not in m2, and k a positive integer. If kf±0(p), then this con-

dition is also sufficient.

Proof. If dt is a power series ring over the complete discrete valuation

ring 33, then by Lemma 5 the prime element it of 93 is in a minimal basis of m,

hence is not in m2. Moreover p is a non-unit in 93, hence p = eirk, e a unit in 93.

Conversely, assume the hypothesis p = èirk satisfied, with k not divisible

by p. Let R be a coefficient ring in dt. Then there is an element d in R such

that e=d(m), d-le = l(m). The residue of d~le in P is unity, and the polyno-

mial zk — 1 over P has z = l as a simple root since k^0(p). Since dt is a com-

plete local ring, Hensel's Lemma (Theorem 4) gives the existence in 9Î of a

ifeth root c of d~xe: d~1e = ck. If 7Ti = cir, then irik = d~1p and wi is thus the root

of an Eisenstein polynomial over R, and 33 =ä[iti] is by the theorem a com-

plete regular local ring of dimension one—that is, a complete discrete valuation

ring. Since iri£m2 it may be taken into a minimal basis of m. From this fact

it can be concluded as in the proof of Theorem 12 that 9î is a ring of power

series over 93 in « — 1 variables, where « is the dimension of 9î.

For dimension one, Theorem 17 implies that a complete discrete valuation

ring is an Eisenstein extension of a »-ring(24), a result due to Hasse and

Schmidt [3, Theorem 18, p. 62]. The present theorem gives a certain insight

into the structure of ramified complete regular local rings. For such rings we

cannot necessarily obtain a power series representation as in Theorem 15,

even if ramified valuation rings are admitted as domains of coefficients; this

can be easily deduced from the corollary.

To obtain an actual example, we let 3 denote the ring of £-adic integers.

Let 9îo = 3 {x} be the ring of power series over 3 in an indeterminate x, so

that dto is a £-adic ring of dimension 2 (Theorem 15), with mo = (p, x). We

adjoin to 9Î0 an element y, defined by the Eisenstein equation y2 = p+x2. Then

9î = 9îo[y] is an Eisenstein extension of dto, hence is a complete regular local

ring of dimension 2, with m = (x, y). Since p = y2—x2£m2, dt is surely rami-

(") If SR is integrally dependent on 9îo, then any prime ideal in SR has the same dimension

as its contraction in 9Î0; if SRo is integrally closed, then also the ranks are equal [5, Theorems 7

and 8].
(24) From Theorem 13 it follows that if the valuation ring is ramified, then this u-ring is

uniquely determined if and only if the residue field is perfect. In footnote 18 (p. 12) of [3]

there is an oversight, in that the w-ring is stated to be unique only if the residue field is absolutely

algebraic.
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fied. We now show that 9Î cannot be a power series ring over a valuation ring

—or over any ring, for that matter.

Suppose namely, that 9Î is a ring of power series over some ring 23. It is

then readily verified that 23 must be a complete local ring. By Lemma 5 its

maximal ideal must be principal (so that 23 is a complete discrete valuation

ring), and 9Î must be a ring of power series in a single variable. By the

corollary, p is of the form en2, e a unit. This is impossible if p9é2. For then

m = (y—x, y+x) so that (y—x) and (y+x) are distinct prime ideals. Since

e7T2=(y— x)(y+x), it is in each of these prime ideals, hence in their product,

and this is impossible.

If p = 2, we proceed as follows. Since 23 is complete it contains the 2-adic

ring 3» and by Lemma 17 we have that 93 = S[x] and that ir satisfies

ir2 + ax + b = 0,        a, b G 3-

On the other hand, ir = c+áy (c, dEfto) andaVO; for if irEfto, then 93C9îo,
and this is clearly impossible. Since 7rG9îo the above is the only monic quad-

ratic equation for ir over 9îo, hence 2c= —a, c2—d2y2 = b. Since a, ¿G5\ we

have c<E$, d2y2 = d2(2+x2)ES- If d2=J2"-odixi, a\G3i, then the coeffi-
cient of x"+2 in d2(2+x2) is 2dn+i+d„. Hence dn = -2dn+i=(-2)kdn+2k

(* = 1, 2, • • • ), so dn = 0. This implies d = 0, and we have arrived at a con-

tradiction.

Thus also in the case p = 2,ft cannot be represented as a power series ring.

But it should be observed that in this case the contradiction was not, as in

the case p¥^2, due to the assumption of the equation p = eir2, but rather it

was due directly to the assumption of the representability of 9î as a power

series ring. In fact, /» = 2 is of this form, since 2 = (l+x2 —xy)(x+y)2. £Am5

the condition k^0(p) in the corollary cannot be omitted.

8. Ideal theory in regular local rings. Some of the results of this section

are known for rings of power series over a field (Theorems 18 and 19) or even

over a »-ring (Theorem 18), at least when the residue field is infinite. Our

proofs will be general.

Theorem 18. In an unramified complete regular local ring ft every element

is expressible uniquely (up to units) as a product of irreducible elements(2S).

Every minimal prime ideal of ft is principal and has dimension one less than

that of ft.

(26) For a ring of power series over an infinite field the unique factorization theorem is

classical. For a power series ring over a complete discrete valuation ring with infinite residue

field the theorem was proved by Krull [6, Theorem 4], the case of a finite residue field being

left open [6, pp. 770, 778]. Theorem 18 establishes factorization for power series over an arbi-

trary field or f-ring, but not over a ramified valuation ring. However, our proof readily applies

also to this case if R is taken to mean the given valuation ring and if p is taken to be the genera-

tor of its maximal ideal. All the factorization theorems in Krull [6] can then be stated without

the assumption of infinite residue fields.
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Proof. By an irreducible element is meant a non-unit (j^O) which admits

no factorization into non-units. Every non-unit is clearly the product of irre-

ducible elements in at least one way. To show uniqueness it must be proved

that every irreducible element generates a prime ideal. If dt is of dimension

one this is trivially true. Hence we proceed by induction, assuming it true

for rings of dimension « —1, where n is the dimension of dt.

Let, then, / be an irreducible element; we show that (/) is a prime ideal.

By Krull's Theorem (see §1) the ideal (/) is of rank one, and therefore by

Lemma 15 there exists a minimal basis {ui, • • ■ , un} for m such that

(/> «2, ■ • • i un) is a primary ideal belonging to m. In the unequal-charac-

teristic case we may assume Ui = p. For (p) is prime, since p is an element

of some minimal basis of m (Theorem 14, corollary). So if p is in any minimal

prime ideal of (/), then this prime ideal equals (p), hence /£(/>), hence

(/) = (p)> since/ is irreducible. Thus it would be proved that if) is prime.

Hence it may be assumed that p is in no minimal prime ideal of (/), so that

(f, p) is of rank two. Lemma 15, with a = if, p), s = 2, implies the existence of

a minimal basis {ux, • • • , «„} for m such that (/, p, u3, ■ • • , un) is primary

for m and u2=p.

Let R be a coefficient ring in dt. By Lemma 16, dto=R{ui, • • • , u„} is a

complete local ring concordant with dt and having m0 = dto • (u2, • • • , un) as

maximal ideal. This basis is minimal. It is clear that 9îo is isomorphic to a

power series ring over a field (or a »-ring) in « — 1 (or n — 2) variables and

that every element e of dt is of the form E<" oe»Mi'. where e,- is in dto and is

uniquely determined. Hence 9îo is a ¿>-adic ring of dimension « — 1 and «i

is transcendental over dto- Since by the induction hypothesis unique factor-

ization holds in dto it must hold also in the polynomial ring 9îi = 9î0[«i].

Let dt' = dt/dt-f, m' = m/9î-/, and for g£9î let g' denote its residue class

modulo dt •/. Then dt' is a complete local ring with m' = dt' • (u{ ,•••,«„') as

maximal ideal; this basis need not be minimal. In the homomorphism

of dt on dt', dto maps on a complete local ring dto' with maximal ideal

mo' = dto' • (u2, • • • , uñ); this basis will turn out to be minimal. Now

dt'-mo' is primary for m' since dt- (/, u2, • • • , un) is primary for m, and

m' = (uí, 9F-m0'). Hence if SÎ'-mV is of exponent k, then by Lemma 17,

dt' = dto' [u( ], and u{ satisfies an equation

,k ,    ,k-l f , ,
«i  + aiUi   ■+••■+ fl* = 0, at £ mo.

If a,- is an element of mo which maps on of, then on placing

g = ui + aiUi    +•••+«*,

we have that g£9î-/, g — hf where A£9?. Now his a unit, for if not, then

h = cui(dt-(u2, ■ • • , un)), c £ dt,
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g m cuif(ft-(ui, • • • , Un)),
k

Ml  =   CUlf(ft-(Ui,  •   ■   ■   ,  Un)).

Since MiG9t-(M2, • • • , m„), which is prime, Wi*_1G9t-(/, u2, ■ • ■ , «»), so

mî*_1G9î'-(m2', • • • , «„'), contradicting the fact that this ideal is of ex-

ponent *. Thus * is a unit and hence g is an associate (26) of/ and therefore

is an irreducible element of 9Î. But it is irreducible also in fti, for since all

the coefficients (except the first) of g are in nto, the same would clearly be true

for any factors of g in 9fi. Thus these factors would be non-units in 9î, and we

would have a contradiction to the fact that g is irreducible in 9?. Hence g is

irreducible in 9?i and since unique factorization holds here, ftxg is a prime

ideal.

The mapping of 9î on 9i' induces a homomorphism of 9ii = 9to[Mi] on

fto' [ux ]=ft'. The kernel of this homomorphism is clearly ft-gf^ftx, since

ft-f=ft-g. Now if dEft-gi\fti, then d = eg, where «G9Î. Write e=Y27-^iUxi
(e,G9to), and expand eg in powers of u\. If d is of degree r in Mi, then on com-

paring the coefficients of Mii+*, we have

d + ßic+i + • • • + akei+k = 0

provided i+k>r. Assuming that for some m it has been proved that e.-Gnto"1

for i>r — k, this relation gives us eiGittom+1 since all o,-Gmo. Hence e, = 0 for

i>r — k, and eG9ti. Thus 9îg09îi = 9fig and the kernel in question is a

prime ideal. This means that the ring 9Î' has no zero-divisors and hence the

ideal 9Î / is prime.

The mapping of 9îo on 9îo' is an isomorphism since it is now clear that

9î-gr^9îo= (0). Thus fto' is of dimension ra —1, and the same is therefore(23)

true of 9Î'; hence, finally, ftf has dimension w —1. The rest of the theorem is

now obvious.

A consequence of this theorem is(21) that a /»-adic ring is integrally closed.

Theorem 19. Let ft be a complete local ring without zero-divisors, and let p

and p' be two prime ideals in ft such that pCp'- £*cra there exists at least one

maximal chain of prime ideals between p and p', and any two such chains have

the same length. If there is no prime ideal between p and p' then the ranks and

dimensions of these ideals differ by unity. The sum of the rank and dimension

of any prime ideal in ft equals the dimension of ft.

Proof. Let p be of dimension 5 and rank t. We prove the existence of a

prime ideal p" of dimension 5 — 1 such that pCp"Çp'-

Consider first the case p = (0), so that s = r, where r is the dimension of 9?.

The ring 9î is by Theorem 16 integrally dependent on a /»-adic ring 9Í0 of dimen-

sion r. Since p'^(0) and 9î has no zero-divisors, p'n9îo?l£(0) and hence con-

(26) That the element/ has an associate of the form of g is, in effect, the Weierstrass prepa-

ration theorem.
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tains an irreducible element/ of dto- By the previous theorem, 9îo-/is a prime

ideal of dimension r—1; since $Ko/ÇpT^8îo there exists (see Krull [5, Theo-

rem 6]) a prime ideal p" in dt such that p"Çp', p"r\dtB = dto-f This last
relation shows(23) that p" has dimension r—1, as was to be proved. In the

general case, where p is of dimension s < r, we observe that dt/p is a complete

local ring of dimension sand hence p'/p contains an (s — l)-dimensional prime

ideal, whose inverse image in dt is then the required p".

If p"^p', then we insert another prime ideal between them of dimension

s — 2. Continuing this process we eventually reach p', and since the dimen-

sions of successive prime ideals in this chain differ by unity, no further prime

ideal can be inserted—that is, the chain is maximal. From the preceding con-

struction it follows that if no prime ideal lies between p and p' then their di-

mensions differ by unity, and from this in turn it follows that all maximal

chains between two fixed prime ideals are of the same length.

To prove that s+t = r, observe that there is a prime ideal chain

(0) = po C Pi G ■ • • G Pí-i C P C P.'-i C • • • C Pi C Po = m.

This is a maximal chain between (0) and m containing s+í + 1 ideals. Since

(0) is of dimension r there exists a maximal chain between these two contain-

ing r + 1 ideals. Hence r + l=s+t + l. This completes the proof.

The first statement in this theorem is true even if dt has zero-divisors,

whereas the other two statements remain true if it is assumed that the mini-

mal prime ideals of (0) are all of the same dimension.

Corollary. Let dt be a complete local ring without zero-divisors and a an

ideal of rank s. If b\, ■ • • , bt are any non-units of dt, then the rank of

(a, bi, • • ■ , bt) is at most s+t.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case t = l; write b = bi. If p is

a prime ideal of a of rank s, then (p, b) is of rank at most s + 1; for in 3t/p

(p, F)/p is of rank at most one (by Krull's theorem, §1), hence (p, b) is of

rank at most s + 1 by the present theorem. Since (p, ¿>)2 (&■ b), the latter also

is of rank at most s + 1.

Theorem 20. The quotient ring of a p-adic ring with respect to a prime ideal

of rank r is an unramified regular local ring(21) of dimension r.

Proof. Let dt be the £-adic ring, p the prime ideal, © the quotient ring,

$ = © • p. The ring © is clearly a local ring with maximal ideal $. This ideal

has rank equal to that of p, so that © is of dimension r. To show that it is

regular we show that $ has a basis of r elements.

(") If we adopt for analytic varieties a definition similar to that of Zariski [13, p. 199] for

algebraic varieties, then this theorem as applied to power series rings over a field has the follow-

ing geometric interpretation: An irreducible analytic variety is a simple subvariety of the con-

taining space.
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Assume first that either we have the equal-characteristic case or that in

the contrary case, /»Gp- Let 9Î be of dimension n; we may suppose 0<r<ra,

since the cases r = 0 or ra are trivial. Applying Lemma 15 to a = p we obtain a

minimal basis {«i, • • • ,«„} for tn such that (p, ur+i, • • • , m„) is a primary

ideal belonging to m. In the unequal-characteristic case we may suppose in

addition that ur+i = p. For since we have assumed that /»Gp. the ideal (p, p)

is of rank not less than r+1 ; we apply Lemma 15, with a = (p, />), obtaining

m = («i, • • • , t*n), (p, P, Mr+2, • ■ • , m„) is primary for m, /> occurs among

the Ui. Now /» cannot be one of ur+2, • • • , un, for if it were, then by the corol-

lary to the previous theorem (p, uT+2, • • • , un) would have rank at most ra —1,

whereas its rank is actually ra since it is primary for m. This contradiction

shows that /» is one of «i, • • • , ur+i, and we suppose p=ur+i.

Let £ be a coefficient ring in 9Î. Then 9?o = £{m,.+i, •••,«„} is a /»-adic

ring of dimension ra — r and maximal ideal nto = 9îo • (Mr+i, • • • , un), and

Mi, • • • , Mr are algebraically independent over 9îo (cf. proof of Theorem 18).

Let ©i be the polynomial ring $o[«i, • • • , ur], where $0 is the quotient field

of9îo.
Let 9î' = 9î/p, m' = m/p, and let 9îo' and nto' be the respective maps of 9?o

and nto in the homomorphism of 9î on 9Î'. As in the proof of Theorem 18 we

obtain that 9î'-mo' is primary for tn' and hence 9Î' is integrally dependent

on 9îo' • Now we assert that

(23) ft'=fto'[u{,--- ,u'T],

where primes indicate residue classes modulo p. This can be seen by re-

peated application of Lemma 17. Namely, let 9Î,- = £ {«r-j+i, • • • , «»}

(j = 0, 1, • • • , r), so that 9f,- is a complete local ring and 9îr = 9î. Then 9Î}-

maps onto a subring 9?/ of 9i' which is a complete local ring with maximal

ideal m/ =(m,'_,+i, • • • , «»'). Now 9?/ is integrally dependent on 9î/_i and

hence ftj -tn/_i is primary for nt/ ; moreover, m/ = (Mr'_,-+i, 9?/ .tn/_i). Hence

by Lemma 17, 9Î/ =9t/_i[ttr'_,-+i]. This holds for j=l, • • • , r, and so (23)

follows. In the mapping of 9t on 9Î', 9Îo[mi, • • • , ur] maps on 9Î', in view

of (23). Hence every element of 9Î is congruent modulo p to an element of

9io[wi, • • • , «,].

Since u¡ is integral over 9lo', it follows from Theorem 7 that for

¿=1, • • • , r, ftó [u¡ ] is a complete local ring, and it is clear that its maxi-

mal ideal is generated by «/, Kr'+i, • • • , uj ■ Lemma 17 implies that ui satis-

fies over 9îo' a monic equation with coefficients (other than the first) in nto'.

Hence p contains a polynomial/,- in 9Îo[mj], where

Mi) h{i)-l
fi-Ui     + anUi + • • • + aihii), aiy G m0, t = 1, • • -, r.

If a = 9î-(/i, • • • , /r), then (a, Mr+i, • • • , m„) contains w<A<<), ¿ = 1, • • • , r,

hence is a primary ideal belonging to m. The reasoning of the previous para-
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graph for the ideal p can now be repeated for a, and we obtain: Every element

of dt is congruent modulo a to an element of 9to[«i, • ■ • , uT],

Since dt' is integrally dependent on 9Î0' and the former has dimension n — r

(by Theorem 19), so does(23) the latter. In the mapping of dt on dt', dto goes

into dtó, and since 9io also has dimension n — r the mapping of dto on Üío' must

be an isomorphism. Thus pn9î0 = (0), hence $oC©, ©iC©; let pi=$n©i.

Since aÇp, the preceding paragraph shows that every element of p is congru-

ent modulo a to an element of pr\dto[ui, • • • , uT\ This latter element is

in pi. Hence every element of ty is congruent modulo © • a to an element of

© • pi. But since each generator ft of a is in pi, © ■ a Ç© ■ px, hence Ï3 = © • pi. It

is thus sufficient to show that pi has a basis of r elements. As an ideal in the

polynomial ring $o[wi, • • • , «,], pi is of dimension zero over $o, since it

contains the polynomials/,-. The proof is then complete, since it is known(28)

that a zero-dimensional prime ideal in a ring of polynomials in r variables has

a basis of r elements.

Thus © is regular and since it contains the field $o, it is certainly unrami-

fied.
Now suppose that—in the unequal-characteristic case—££p. Since dt is

unramified dt-p is prime, and since dt-pÇZp, ©•£ is a prime ideal in @. If

F is the homomorphism of @ on ©/©■£, then F maps dt on a subring dtT

of ©F. The kernel of the homomorphism of dt is dt -p, and since p can be taken

as an element of a minimal basis of m, it follows that dtT is a regular local

ring by Theorem 14, corollary; moreover it is clearly complete and of char-

acteristic p. Now ©F is a local ring with maximal ideal 'iß F ; in fact ©F is the

quotient ring of dtT with respect to pF, and this ideal is of rank r — 1 by the

previous theorem. Hence by the case already considered ©F is a regular

local ring of dimension r — 1, so that ty T has a basis of r — 1 elements. Since

<$T= iB/©-£, iß has a basis of r elements, one of which is p. Hence © is regu-

lar and unramified.

We are now in a position to extend to arbitrary regular local rings a well

known theorem of Macaulay [8, p. 49] on ideals in a polynomial ring.

Definition. An ideal a in a regular local ring dt is unmixed if all of its asso-

ciated prime ideals are of the same rank.

Since 8Î is regular, this is equivalent to requiring that all the prime ideals

of a have the same dimension. For Krull [7, Theorem 11 ] has proved that

in a regular local ring, the sum of the rank and dimension of any ideal is equal

to the dimension of the ring. We shall use this fact only for complete regular

local rings, in which case the statement is part of Theorem 19.

Theorem 21. Let dt be a regular local ring and a= (ai, • • • , ar) an ideal in

dt having a basis of r elements. If a is of rank r, then a is unmixed.

Proof. By the theorem of Krull quoted in §1, every minimal prime ideal

(2S) Zariski [14, p. 541, Lemma 9].
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of a has rank at most r. Since by the hypothesis none can have rank less

than r, all the minimal prime ideals of a have rank r. The prime ideals of a

Which are of rank greater than r are those and only those which are not mini-

mal ; we show that they do not exist.

Let 9Î be of dimension ra. We consider first the case where 9Î is unramified.

We then proceed by induction on r. For r = 1 the theorem follows from the

well known fact [4, p. 106] that in an integrally closed ring(21) all the prime

ideals of a principal ideal are minimal prime ideals in the ring, hence are of

rank one. Assume then that the theorem is proved for r —1 basis elements.

It is sufficient to prove the theorem for r basis elements for the case

where 9Î is complete. For if this case is proved, let 9Î* be the completion of ft.

Then 91* is regular and unramified; moreover it is of dimension ra, in view

of Theorem 14 and of the fact (Theorem 2) that a minimal basis for m is

also one for m*. Now ft*a = ft*(ai, • • • , ar) is of rank r at most, by Krull's

theorem; actually its rank is exactly r. For by Lemma 15 there exist ele-

ments Mr+i, • • • , m„ such that (a, ur+i, ■ • • , uj) is primary for m. By Theo-

rem 2, (9Î*- a, ur+i, • • • , un) is primary for m*, hence is of rank ra, and by the

corollary to Theorem 19 the rank of ft*-a must be at least r.

Since we are assuming the theorem (for r basis elements) for complete

rings, ft*- a is unmixed; that is,

ft*-a = qx*r\---i\qh*;

where q * is a primary ideal in ft* of rank r. If q< = q?f~\ft, then

a = qiH • • • H qh

since ft* ■ ai^ft = a. As for a above it follows that the rank of 9Î* • q< is at least

as great as that of q,-. Thus

r = rank a g rank q^ 5= rank 9î*-q,- á rank q,* = r;

so the rank of q,- is r, and a is unmixed.

Thus we may assume 9Î is complete. If a is mixed, then suppose that p is

an associated prime ideal of a of rank s>r. Let 9Î' be the quotient ring of 9i

with respect to p; then by the previous theorem 9Î' is an unramified regular lo-

cal ring of dimension 5. If a' = 9Î' • a and p' = 9Î' • p, then a' = ft' ■ (ai, • • • , ar)

is of rank r and p' (which is of rank s) is a prime ideal of a'. This must be

proved impossible. Writing ft, a, and m for 9Î', a', and p', we thus have the

following: In the s-dimensional ring ft, the ideal a = 9i-(fli, • • • , ar) is of

rank r, where r<s; to prove that the maximal ideal m of ft does not belong to a.

By reasoning similar to the above it is sufficient to prove this statement for

the case where 9Î is complete. To prove this it is sufficient to show that

a:m = a.
If b = (ai, • • • , ar-x), then b is of rank at most r — 1 ; if its rank were less,

then by Theorem 19, corollary, (6, ar) = a would have rank less than r, con-
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tradicting the hypothesis. Thus b is of rank r — 1 and is therefore unmixed

by the induction assumption. We assert that there exists a minimal basis

{«i, • • • , u,} for m such that «i is in no prime ideal of a of rank r and in no

prime ideal of b of rank r — 1 (hence, since b is unmixed, in no prime ideal of

b). Namely, take this set of prime ideals and after deleting all those which

are contained in any other, denote those that remain by pi, • • • , pt (cf. proof

of Lemma 15). Since r<s, no p¿ can be m. If {«i, • • • , u,} is an arbitrary

minimal basis of m, then there is a u,—say «i—which is not in pi. Renum-

ber the pj so that «i£pi, • • • , p*, wi£p*+i, • • • , p* (l^k^h). For each

j — k + 1, • • • , h, let m(j) be such that ««,(;> Í Pi and let c¡ be in FWíPí but

not in p,-. Place u{ =mi+EÍ-í+icjm»>o'>; then {u(, u2, • • • , u,} is the required

basis. Moreover, if dt presents the equal-characteristic case, so does dt/(u{),

which is therefore unramified.

But if dt presents the unequal-characteristic case, we proceed as follows:

if p is in no pi, we may assume Ui = p, so that dt/(ui) is of characteristic p

and hence unramified. If p is in some p,—say in pi—we may assume u, = p

and proceed as above. Then dt/(ui) is unramified unless ££(«i, m2). Since

«i =«i(m2), this would imply w,£(«i, m2), contradicting Lemma 2. Writing

«i for m/ we have, finally, a minimal basis as stated above such that dt/(ui)

is unramified.

The ideal (b, ui) has rank r, hence dimension n — r; hence in the (« —1)-

dimensional £-adic ring dt/(ui) the ideal (b, Wi)/(«i) has dimension n — r and

rank r — 1. Since it has a basis of r—1 elements it is unmixed by the induction

hypothesis; thus also (b, ui) is unmixed. No prime ideal p of (b, ui) can con-

tain ar, for if it did, then ct=(b, o,)Cp, hence p contains a minimal prime

ideal p' of a. Since both p and p' are of rank r, they are equal, and thus Ui

is in a prime ideal of a of rank r, contrary to selection.

Suppose, now, that c£a:m; we shall show that c£a. Since CMi£a = (b, aT),

there is a d in dt such that cui=dar(b). Hence dar(E.(b, ui), and since ar is in no

prime ideal of (b, Wi), d£(b, «i). Combining with the above, cwi£(b, Uiar).

Hence for some e in dt,

cui = euiaT(b),       Ui(c — ear) = 0(b).

Since «i is in no prime ideal of b, c — earE:b, c£a, as was to be proved.

Now consider the case where dt is ramified. As before we may assume that

dt is complete. By Corollary 3 to Theorem 15, dt is the homomorphic image

of a £-adic ring © in which the kernel is a prime principal ideal ©-F. If

Ai, • ■ • , A, are elements of © which map into ai, • • • , ar respectively, then

(F, Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ar) is the complete inverse image in © of a and moreover has

rank r + 1 (Theorem 19). Since the theorem is proved for the unramified

ring ©, (F, At, ■ ■ ■ , Ar) is unmixed and hence also a is unmixed. The proof

is now complete in all cases.

9. Applications. The ramification order. We now return to the question
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stated at the end of Part I. For this purpose we need a preliminary result,

which is of some interest in itself.

Theorem 22. Let ft and © be two regular local rings with maximal ideals

m and 9D? respectively and assume that © ¿5 integrally dependent on ft; let

m = 9í- («i, • • • , Un), where the indicated basis is minimal. If ip is a form in ra

variables with coefficients in © 5mc* that

(24) ip(ux, • • • , m„) = 0,

then all the coefficients of \p are in © ■ tn.

Proof. Since © is integral over 9?, it has the same dimension(M) as ft,

namely ra; moreover, @-m is a primary ideal belonging to 3JÎ.

We begin the proof by showing that the coefficient c of Mi* (where * is

the degree of \p) is in © • m. From (24) it follows that

k
(25) cmi G ©-(«2, ■ ■ ■ ,u„).

The ideal © • (u2, • ■ ■ , un) has rank ra — 1 for if ^ is one of its prime ideals

then tyiWïLOft-fa, • • • , m„), so that the rank of tyí^ft is at least ra —1, and

so the same(23) is true of ^5. Thus the rank of © ■ (u2, • • • , uj) is at least w — 1 ;

it is at most ra —1, by Krull's theorem (§1). By Theorem 21, ©.(m2, • • • , w„)

is unmixed and of rank ra —1. Hence every associated prime ideal $ has rank

ra —1, hence so does ^n9t, hence ^i^ft = ft-(u2, ■ • • , u„). Thus Mi is in no

prime ideal of ©-(«2, • • • , w„), and so (25) implies that cG©-m, as was to

be proved.

The proof is concluded as in Theorem 14. Let Mi=^"_1ciJ-»,-, where c<,G9î,

|c»j| Gm; then m = 9t-(»i, • ■ • , »„), and substituting in (24), we obtain

\p(ux, ■••,«») = ^(»1, • • • , vn) = 0.

Here <p is a form of degree * in which the coefficient of »1* is \f/(cXx, • • • , c»i)

By what has just been proved

iKcn, • • • , cnl) = 0(©-m).

Since © ■ m.r\ft — m, the ring ©/© ■ m may be considered to contain the residue

field P = ft/m. Denoting by ip the form obtained from ^ by replacing each co-

efficient by its residue class modulo ©• m, and denoting by £a the residue class

of en, we obtain \p(cn, • • • , c„i)=0. The coefficients of ip are in ©/©tn and

this relation holds for every choice of the elements en, • • • , c„i in the sub-

ring P. If, now, P has infinitely many elements, then all the coefficients of if

are zero(29), hence all the coefficients of ^ are in ©m, and the theorem is

proved if P is infinite.

(29) // T is a ring containing an infinite field P whose identity is also the identity in T, then

any polynomial f(z\, ■ ■ • , z„) over T -which vanishes for all values of the Zi in P is the zero poly-

nomial. The proof is the same as the usual one for the case where T is a field, if one takes into

account the fact that a nonzero element in P cannot be a zero-divisor in T.
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To complete the proof for the case when dt has a finite residue field, adjoin

an indeterminate z to ©, and form the rings ©' = ©[z] and 9î' = 9î[z]. Let

©" and dt" be the quotient rings of ©' and dtf with respect to ©'-üDí and

9î'-m respectively. As in the proof of Theorem 14 it follows that ©" and dt"

are regular local rings of dimension « with respective maximal ideals ©"-üDí

and dt"-m. Since @-m is primary for SDÎ it follows from Lemma 14 that

©'•(©•m)—-that is, ©'-m—is primary for ©'-SDÎ, and ©'-mn© = ©-m.

From the properties of quotient rings it follows that ©"-(©'-m)—that is,

©"•m—is primary for ©"•(©'-2«) =©"-SD?, and ©" • mA®' = ©' • m.

Hence, finally,
©"•mn@ = ©-m.

Assuming for the moment that ©" is integrally dependent on dt", we con-

clude that the present theorem is true for these rings since the residue field

of dt" is infinite. If, then, (24) holds for a form \p whose coefficients are

in ©, then since dt" ■m = dt" -(ui, • • • , un), these coefficients must be in

©" • (dt" ■ m)—that is, in ©" • m. In view of the relation above, the coefficients

must be in ©-m, as was to be proved.

It remains to show that ©" is integral over dt". Suppose/(z)/g(z)£©",

where/, g£©', g£©'-2)?. If there is a polynomial h(z) in ©' such that hg

is in dt' but not in 9î'-m, then f/g = hf/hg is integral over dt" since ©' is in-

tegrally dependent on dt'.

Such a polynomial h must exist unless

©'• g r\ dt' Qdt'm.   .

If this holds then there is a prime ideal $' in ©' such that(80)

®'-jÇf,      Ç'FW = 9î'-m.

Thus iß'3©'- (3?'-m) = ©'-m, hence 'iß' contains the corresponding prime

ideal ©'-SOt. But since clearly also ©'-SDî contracts to dt'm, we have(2i)

$' = ©'-ürji. Hence g£©'-3)?, which is false. The theorem is thus completely

proved.

Definition. Let 9î and © be regular local rings of the same dimension,

9ÎÇ©. If ©• m is a primary ideal belonging to dR, then the length of ©m

is called the ramification degree of © with respect to dt.

We observe that if dt and © are regular local rings and if © is unramified

with respect to dt according to the definition of §3, then the ramification

degree is unity. For since m and SDÎ have a minimal basis in common it

follows from Theorem 14 that dt and © are of the same dimension; since

©•m = Sm, the length of ©-m is unity. Conversely, if the ramification de-

gree is unity, let m = dt(ui, • • • , «„) and let this basis be minimal. Since

(30) Cohen and Seidenberg [2, Theorem 3].
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9JÎ = ©-m = @-(Mi, • • • , Un), this basis for SSI must also be minimal since ©

has dimension ra. To prove equation (14), it is enough to show that if an ele-

ment c of 9Î is in m* but not in m*+1, then it is not in SDÎ*+1. We are given

c=<p(ux, ■ ■ ■ , un), where <£ is a form of degree * in ra variables with coeffi-

cients in 9?. If c(E.'3Rk+x then since © is regular the coefficients of (p are in SDÎ,

hence in m. But this implies cGm*+1, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 23. Let ft and © be complete regular local rings with quotient

fields $ and 8 and residue fields P and 2, respectively; assume also that 9ÎÇ©,

so that® Ç8. If © • m is a primary ideal belonging to SD? and if 2 is a finite alge-

braic extension of P, then © ¿5 a finite ft-module and

(26) [8: Jf] = X[2:P],

where X ¿5 the ramification degree of © with respect to ft.

This relation is a generalization to regular local rings of arbitrary dimen-

sion of a theorem well known for dimension one—that is, for discrete valua-

tion rings.

Proof. We make use throughout of the proof and notations of Theorem 8.

Since ©m is assumed primary for SD?, we have that 5fJ?n9c = m, so that P

may be considered a subfield of 2; thus the condition on the residue fields

has a meaning. By the quoted theorem © is a finite 9i-module and hence

these two rings have the same dimension; it is thus permissible to speak of

the ramification degree. An 9î-basis for © is formed by the elements /»,-g,-

(¿=1, • • • , p;j = l, • • • , X), where p= [2:P]. Since © is integrally closed

in 8, every element of ? is the quotient of an element of © by an element of ft,

hence every element of 8 is a linear combination of the piq,- with coefficients

in $. Thus [?:$] iiX/a. To prove equality we show that these elements are

linearly independent.

Suppose, therefore, that there is a relation

(27) J2 E cn(piq/) = 0, a; G St.
i-l   j-1

We may assume Cj,G9t. If not all Cu are zero, then there is an integer * such

that all dj are in m* but not all in m*+1. Let m = 9î-(wi, • • • , m„), and let

»i, • • • , vn be the distinct power products of the w¿ of degree *. Then

c¿,=Ef-iCijhVh, CijhÇzft. Substituting in (27), we obtain

N

X) vh J2 Cijh(piq,) = 0.
h—l i,j

By the previous theorem we may conclude that

12 Cijh(piqj) = 0(©-m), * = 1, • • • , N.
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Considering this relation for a fixed h we show by induction on j that all the

djh are in m. Assuming this proved for/=1, • • • , v — 1 (1 =v^\), we have

E?y( ItciJhpi) = 0(©m).
j=v        \ ¿_1 /

Since q,+i, • • • , q\ are in q„ this congruence implies that q,(£iCi,Kpi) £q», and

since g,£q>., we have

E Ctrkpi » 0(3»).
t-i

Since pi, • • • , p„ are linearly independent modulo Wl, Cuh, • • ■ , c„,h must be

in m. Thus the induction is carried another step. We thus obtain that all

c»j7i£m. Since this implies that all c,,£m*+1, we have a contradiction. Thus

equation (27) is possible only if all c,-, = 0, and the theorem is proved.

It has incidentally been shown that © has an independent 5R-basis con-

sisting of exactly X¿t elements, and hence that it can have no 9î-basis with less

than this number of elements. An example will now be given to show that

the elements piq¡ oí the given basis need not be independent—and hence that

(26) need not hold—if © is not regular.

Let P be an arbitrary field and let P{xi, X2, X3, X4} be the ring of formal

power series in four variables. In this ring, let

3    2    3    2 22

P = (Xs —  X2X4, Xi —   X1X3, X3X4 — X1X2, X2X4 — X1X3),

and let © be the correspondng residue class ring. This ideal is prime; for

the corresponding ideal in the polynomial ring K[xi, x2, X3, x4] is easily seen

to be prime (see Macaulay [8, p. 47]), and since its basis consists of homo-

geneous polynomials, its extension to the power series ring must be prime.

Thus © is an integral domain and is a complete local ring with maximal

ideal S0î = («i, u2, u3, ui), where w, is the residue class of x¿. The ring

dt = Y{ui, Ui} is (by Lemma 16) a complete local ring with maximal ideal

m = dt • («i, ui). The ideal © • m is primary with dJl as its prime ideal for it con-

tains «33 and W43. Moreover, a composition series for © • m is given by

dJl = (©-m, u3, ui) D (©-m, «3, ui) D (©-m, m3, ui) D (©-m, u3, u3uit ui)

3 3
D (©-m, «3, W3M4, ui) = ©-m.

From the proof of Theorem 8 it follows that © is a finite 9î-moduIe having as

basis the elements 1, uz, u32, uit ui1, so that © = 9î[«3, «4]- The ring © has the

same residue field and dimension as dt, and dt has dimension two for it is

clearly the isomorphic image of P {xi, x2 j. Thus dt is regular.

Now if $ and S are the quotient fields of dt and © respectively, then

? = ít(tt3, ut) = ®(u3), for ui = uiu2/u3. Since u3i = u3u22ui = uiu2i, [?:$]= 4. On
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the other hand the above composition series for ©-tn shows that its length

is 5, and thus (26) is not satisfied.

The reason for the failure of the proof of Theorem 23 in this case goes

back ultimately (cf. proof of Theorem 22) to the fact that @-W2 is mixed. The

illustration of this mixed character is, in fact, the purpose of the introduction

of the ideal p (in the polynomial case) by Macaulay.
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